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TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OA SOUTH CAROLINA:
This volume of the annual- finance report for fiscal
year 1981-82 is my report on County Finance. Sone of the data re-
ported herein is based upon figures reported by the various counties
to this office anal attesteal to by their officials.
This volume has been delayed this year because of manalated
procedural changes in the tax assessment systems of the counties
which delayed their submittal of the data containeal in this re-
port. Special care should be taken in using the data pertaining
to property assessments.
Should you have questions regarcling this report please do
not hesitate to contact mv office.
Sincerely,
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PART I
COUNTY INFORMATION SECTION
Each countyrs financial data is summarized in this section
to provide the reader a handy reference for specific information
relating to total disbursements, state shared revenue receipts,
Public Service Commission assessments, Homestead Tax Exemption
reimbursements and property tax data.
Due to the nature of the motor vehicl.e law, Act 405, the
tax year of a motor vehicle is concurrent hrith its licensing
perj.od. Therefore, the assessed values have been based on what
\"ras collected in the fiscal year 1981-82.
POPULATION
FORI{ OF GOVERNMENT - COI'NCIL
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
1981 - 1982
- 22,627 (1980 CENSUS)
- JASPER B. DAVIS, JR.
- L. ABNER IIALL
COUNTY AI'DITOR
COI.INTY TREASIJRER
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COtNlY) I,62I AllOtNT $ 92,110.55
CERTIFIAD APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 755 AMOTJrfT S 24,268.85
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,376 TOTAL REII4BI'RSEIIIENT 9116,379.40
PItBLIC SERVICE COI4MISSTON ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $2,157.30
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
ToTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY (excluding notor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COI'NTY
IIOIITESTEAD TAX REII4BURSEMEMTS
STATE SHARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS. TAX MINI-BOTTLES
I
BANK TAx









TOTAL DISBI'RSEMENTS TO ABBEVILLE COI'NTY





- $ 3,659,557 .47
- $ 43,156.74













FORM OF GOVERNIIEN] - COT'NCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
AIKEN COI'NTY
1981 - 1982




- GEORGE A. WILLIAMS
- MARGIE PLI'NKETT
- W. H. BOYLESTON
ToTAL ASSESSED VALIIE OF COTNTY (excluding motor vehicles) $114,191,970
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBI'RSEI.{ENTS
CERTIFIED APPLTCATIONS (COUNTY) 4,73t AMOUNT i3L4,379.97
CERTITIED APPLICATIONS (I'II'NICIPALITIES) 1,860 AMOI'NT 5rI3,267.L6
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 6,591 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 1427 ,647 .I3
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $1,963.36
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VSHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COIJNTY
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAx
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX ITINI -BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBIJRSEMEMS TO AIKEN COI'NTY
TOTAL DISBURSEIi{EMS INCLI'DING HO!,IESTEAD
EXEMPTION
16, 170, 530























- I,AURA J. CONE
- ALICE M. KIRKLAND
- TERRY T. COHEN
CERTIFTED APPLICATIONS (COI'NTY) 52L AMOUNT 526,562.09
CERTIFTED APPLICATIONS (1.{TNICIPALITIES) 351 AMOIJNT $18,612.60
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 872 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 545,174.69
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE oF COUNTY (excluding motor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEMEMTS TO ALLENDALE COUNTY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLIJDING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
vehlcles) 9L7,29o,2L5











- $ 7 ,573.42
- $ 8,597.00





POPULATION - l-33,235 (1980 CENSUS)
FORM OE GOVERNMENT - COUNCIL-SUPERVISOR
COI'NTY AI'DITOR - ANNIE FRANCES CLARK
COI'NTY TREASURER - BETTY U. S!.,IITH
TAX COLLECTOR - JACQTTELINE W. BRANYON
TOTAL ASSESSED VALttE OF COtNTy (excluding notor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIIT{BURSEMENTS
STATE SHARED RAVENT'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSE}TENTS TO ANDERSON COIJNTY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLI'DING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
vehicles ) 1L62, 4LO,626
L9 ,468 , 532
$181 , 879, 158
CERTTFIED APPLICATIONS (COUlrry) 6,987 Al.,tOttNT $370,565.60
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MTTNICIPALITIES) 3.100 AMOUlflr $140,387.98
TOTALAPPLICATIONS 10.08? TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT S510,953.58
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 52,O79.80
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS TOR 1981
920 , 379, 395 . 80
s 243,L40.55
















- 18,118 (1980 CENSUS)
FORI4 OF GOVERNI4ENT - COI'NCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COI'NTY AUDITOR
COT'NTY TREASI'RER
- EVELYN !V. MCMILLAN
- ANN M. CLAYTON
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COITNTY (excluding motor vehicles) 913,502,711
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES L,924,670
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COI'NTY 5L5,427,38I
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
CERTTFTED APPLTCATIONS (COUNTY) 881 AMOUNT s45,118.13
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 491 AI{OI'NT $13,021.35
TOTAL APPLICATIONS I,372 TOTAL REIITIBI'RSEMEN] $58.139.48
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIENTS FOR 1982 1277,89
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SEARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ATCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIIENTS TO BA}IBERG COIJNTY



















FOR!{ OF COVERN!.{ENT - COT'NCIL
BARNWELL COI'NTY
1981 - 1982
- 19,868 (1980 CENSUS)
COI'NTY AUDITOR
COI'NTY TREAST'RER
- IRI,IA C, ITIOORE
- ROSCOE II. STILL
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNrY (excluding notor vehicles) $18,361,790
cERTrFrm APPLICATIONS (COUNry) 878 AIVIOITNT 553,327.55
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (ITUNICIPALITIES ) 566 AIr,tOIrNt $19, 201 .35
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,444 TOTAL REIIqBURSEMENT ;72,52A.90
PTBLIC SERVICE COITMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $1,197.15
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
ICITAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COI'NTY
HOI'IESTEAD TAX RE III{BI'RSEITTENTS
STATE SHARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX UINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEII'IEMTS TO BARNV|ELL COT'NTY






















- 65,364 (1980 CENSUS)




- MARY A. GRAY
- ELRID M. MOODY
- ROBERT V. PINKSTON. SR.
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY) 2,O4L AI{OUNT 9167,037.88
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (II{UNICIPALITIES) 518 AI.IOUNT $ 33,555.75
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,559 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 9200,593.64
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS TOR 1982 930,808.91
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COTNTY (excluding motor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF I4OTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIIIBURSEMENTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLAS
BANK TAX









TOTAT DISBT'RSEII{ENTS TO BEAUFORT COUNTY




















FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COUNCIL-SI'PERVISOR
BERKELEY COT'NTY
1981 - 1982
- 94,727 (1980 CENSUS)
- WILLIAM A. WATTS
- CAROLYN M. UT{PHLETT




CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COI'NTY) L,767 AMOTJNT $106.048.98
CERTIFIED APPLICATTONS (MUNICTPALITIES) 701 AMOnNT 5 24,096.55
TOTALAPPLICATIONS 2,462 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $130,145.53
PTJBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 64,657.87
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 198].
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY (excLuding motor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIUBT'RSEMENTS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIUENTS TO BERKELEY COUNIY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLUDING HOMESTEAD
EXEI,IPTION
vehicles) i 92,424,OAO
LI ,7 69 , O34
$104, 193 , 114


















- t2,206 (1980 CENSUS)POPULATION




- ITENRY B. LIVINGSTON
- JONES E. CARSON
- W. N. ROBINSON
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COIJNTY) 600 AMOI'r{T I39'7L4.93
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) LA7 AI'IOUNT 9 8,939.12
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 7A7 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $48,654.05
PUBLIC SERVICE COMI4ISSION ASSESS!4ENTS FOR 1982 9]-'I95.22
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
ToTAL ASSESSED VALITE oF cOItNrY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBIJRSEMENTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
AICOtsOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAT DISBT'RSEII{ENTS TO CALHOTJN COIJNTY
TOTAL DISBURSEI4ENTS INCLT'DING HOMESTEAD
EXE!,IPTION
i28,063,547




















- 277,3OA (1980 CENSUS)




- PAULINE S. KOGER
- w. o. THoMAS, JR.
- FRANKLIN E. WEST
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY (excluding motor vehicles) 9290,300,335
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF I'IOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSETI,TENTS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO CHARLESTON COIJNTY




CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY) 9,001 AIIIOI'rfT $ 930,322.59
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 5,061 AI4OI'NT 5 273,L36.54
TOTALAPPLTCATIONS 14,062 TOTALRETMBURSEMENT 91,203,459.13
PUBLIC SERVICE COI4MISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 5r3,629.67



















- 40,983 (1980 CENSUS)




- CATHERINE L. GIBSON
CERTIFIEDAPPLICATIONS (COUNTY) 2,277 AMOI'NT SL22'54O.42
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 925 AMOI'NT $ 44,366.O7
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 3,I42 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $166,906.49
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIIENTS FOR 1982 $8,032.93
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS POR 198],
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUIfTY (excluding notor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO CHEROKEE COI'NTY
TOTAL DISBURSEI{ENTS INCLUDING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
vehicles ) 542 ,237 , O3o
q a7q a1q
i4a ,2L6 , 845
- $ 7,7r7,a33.53

















- 30,148 (1980 CENSUS)
- JOHN E. ROBERTS, JR.
- HALL F. NI'NNERY
- IIUGII G. MULDROW




TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF MOTOR VEHICTES
















- I s, ooo. oo
- i 6,873,391.O7
- $ 7,053,068.79
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COIJNTY) L,992 AIIIOIJNT 5L48,566.62
CERTTFTED ApptrcATroNS (MUNTCTPALITIES) A2O AI4OUNT g 31,111.10
TOTAT APPLICATTONS 2,AI2 TOTAL REIMBURSET{ENT ;L79,677 .72
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 97,O37.22
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SHARED REVENIJES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX I.IINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO CIIESTER COUNTY
TOTAL DISBI'RSEMENTS INCLI'DING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
I8
CERTIFIED APPLTCATTONS (COIJNTY) 1,935 AMOITNT I 98,24L.2L
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 757 AMOUNT $ 26,859.54
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,692 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $125,100.75
PI'BLIC SERVICE CO!.'IMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 9I ,L2O.73
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
CHESTERFIELD COIJNTY
1981 - 1982
POPUI"ATION - 38,161 (1980 CENSUS)
FOR!4 OF GOVERNI4ENT - COT'NCIL-ADI4INISTRATOR
COT'NTY AUDITOR - MARGARET O. WIIITE
COUNTY TREASURER - JOITN 1,V. SOWELL
TOTAL ASSESSED VAL1TE OF cOuNIt (exciuding notor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COI'NTY
I{OIiIESTEAD TAX RE IMBURSEMENTS
STATE STIARED REVENI'ES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAx MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSETENTS TO CIIESTERFIELD COUNTY











- $ 22O,7L7 .56
- s 494,697.46
- $ L04,225-O6










- 27,464 (1980 CENSUS)
FORI4 OF GOVERNI{ENT - COUNCIL-ADMINISTP"ATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COUIflTY TREASURER
. WALTER S. RICHBOURG
. MARGARET D. JACKSON
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COITNTY (excluding motor vehicles) $2O,706,560
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COI'I\ITY
HOII{ESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEIIENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COT'NTY) l, 085 Al.{oIJlfT $50, 639 .87
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 356 AMOUNT $13,979.13
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,447 TOTAL REIMBURSEI,IENT $64,619. OO
PUBLIC SERVICE COMI.IISSION ASSESSIT'ENTS FOR 1982 3122.9A
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
3,599,440
s24,306,4OO
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINAI{CE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSE!.{ENTS TO CLARENDON COI'NTY




















- 3L,6?6 (1980 CENSUS)POPUT"ATION




- WILLIAI..I GLEN STRICKI,AI{D
- BETTE R. FRALICK
- J. J. CRAVEN
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COT'Nfi ) !,469 AMOUNT $80,097.36
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 435 AII1OIJNT $15,287.55
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,9O4 TOTAL REIIIBI.,RSEI,IENT 995 , 384 .91
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 91,11O.63
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUI{:ry (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEIIICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBIJRSEMEMTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBT'RSEMEMTS TO COLLETON CO1JNTY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLUDING HOMESTEAD
EXEIT{PTION
s4L,229,33O
4 ,24A , OAL
945,477,4LL
- $ 4,760,083.35

















- 62,717 (1980 CENSUS)




- IAROLD L. KING
- RICHARD M. BRYANT
- PAMELA G. THIBODEAU
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COIJNTY) 2,575 AI4OI'NT IL67,262.4L
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) L,L2L AI,IOT'NT $ 47,O52.IL
TOTALAPPLICATIONS 3,696 TOTALREIITIBIJRSEMENT $2L4,3L4.52
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESST4EMTS FOR 1982 S.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 19A1
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COnNfY (excludj.ng motor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COI'IT]Y
HOI.,IESTEAD TAX RE ITiIBI'RSEI4EMTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIIENTS TO DARLINGTON COI'NTY






- s Lr6,367 .26
- 9 47,579.rr
+r, foJ . fJ














- 31,083 (t980 CENSUS)
FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COT'NCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COUNTY TREASURER
- JACK H. SCOTT
- MARION H. PARIIAM
ToTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COlr}{fY (excluding motor vehicfesl 123,793,97O
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES 3,433,520
TOTAL ASSESSED VALttE OF COUNTY s27,227,49O
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY) 1,105 AMOIJNT $61,940.41
CERTIFIEDAPPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 522 AMOI'NT $23,82O.75
TOTAL APPLICATIONS I,627 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $85,761.16
PUBLIC SERVICE COMI,IISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI.BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO DILLON COUNTY




















- 54,266 (1980 CENSUS)




- RODERICK M. EVANS
- PATSY G. KNICFT
- KERITIIT B. KIZER
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF COUrtrY (excluding motor vehicles) 572,537,97O
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF ITIOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMEMTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COT'NTY) 1,567 AMOUNT 5L20,527.OO
CERTITTED APPLTCATIONS (MTTNTCTPALITIES) 458 Ar4OnNr S 24,O4A.AO
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,O25 TOTAL REIMBURSEI'IENT $144, 575. 80
PUBLIC SERVICE CO!4MISSION ASSESS!{ENrS FOR 1982 $406.53

















STATE SHARED REVENT'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEITIENTS TO DORCHESTER COI'NTY






- t7,524 (1980 CENSUS)




- GRACE H. REEL
- FRANCES Q. HoL!,IEs
- BRUCE M. IARLING
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COI'NTY) 747 AMOTJrfT S38,069.50
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (!4T'NICIPALITIES) 328 AI.IOT'NT $ 9,L92.A6
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 1.075 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $47, 262.36
PI'BLIC,SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COI'NTY
HOI',IESTEAD TAX RE II4BURSE!,IENTS
STATE SHARED REVENI'ES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEII.IENTS TO EDGEFIELD COIJNTY























- 20,7OO (1980 CENSUS)





- GEORGE R. LAUDERDALE
- MIRIA!! PAULING
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COITNTY (excluding motor vehicles) 933,944,310
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
HOI4ESTEAD TAX R.E II{BTJRSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUNTY) 960 A!.,rOUMr $59, 308 . s1
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) I92 AI4OI'NT 9 5,171.96
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,I52 TOTAL REII4BI'RSEI{ENT 964, 480. 47
PtBLTC SERVICE COMMTSSTON ASSESSI{EMIS FOR 1982 5527.35


















STATE SEARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBIJRSEMENTS TO FAIRFIELD COUITTY






- 110,163 (1980 CENSUS)




- L. R. WADDELL
* K. G. SMITH
- E. E. TIALL
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES










CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COT'NTY) 4,301 AMOUlllr $275,288.65
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 2,I49 AMOUNT $119,124.51
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 6,45O TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $394,413. 16
PIJBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMEMTS FOR 1982 i225'2TO.22
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SIIARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBIJRSE!.'IEI{TS TO FLORENCE COIJNTY




529 ,076 . L4
L,347 ,056.60








FORIT! OF GOVERNII'ENT - COUNCIL
GEORGETOM{ COI'NTY
1981 - 1982
- 42,46I (1980 CENSUS)
- L. H. SIAU, JR.
. CIIARLES W. LAWRIMORE




CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY) L,576 AI,IOIJNT 9125,579.89
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (!{I'NICIPALITIES) 74L AMOUNT $ 34,719.38
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,3!7 TOTAL REIMBURSE!{ENT $150, 299. 27
PrrBLrc sERvrcE coMl{IssIoN AssEssMENTs FoR 1982 $s58.8s
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF COITI\rrY (excluding motor vetricles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF II'IOTOR VEBICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COIJUTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIITIBURSEI{EITTS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOEOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-EOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEITIENTS TO GEORCETOWN COUNTY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLI'DING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
i65,4A7 ,4O2




















- 2A7,9!3 (1980 CENSUS)




- MARY JANE MCCARTER
- VIRGINIA T. WIIITMIRE
- J. NATHAN MORGAN
ToTAL ASSESSED VALUE oF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles) $383,228,075
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIITBURSEI'{ENTS
49 ,445 , 427















CERTIFTED APPLICATIONS (COrrNrY) L3,3I7 AMOIr\rr $L,444,L97.O5
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MTJNICIPALITIES) 4,46A AMOI'NT $ 358,715.60
TOTAL A?PLICATIONS L7,7A5 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT IL,8O2,9L2.65
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMEMTS FOR 1982 $98,945.35
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SEARED REVENIJES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTIES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO GREENVILLE COIJNTY












- IRA NELLE SMITII
- ANN R. PRACHT
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF COlrl{IY (excluding notor vehicles) 177,243,3O3
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF II{OTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
IIO},IESTEAD TAX REIIiIBURSEIi{EMTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COT'NTY) 3,366 AMOITI{I $25A,273.27
CERTIFIEE APPLTCATTONS (r.trrNrCrpALrTrES) L,A62 AMOUNT $LO3,392.71
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 5.22A TOTAL F.EIMBURSEMENT $361, 665. 98
PUBLTC SERVTCE COUMTSSTON ASSESSITIEMIS FOR 1982 $5,800.74
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
8, 680, 956
$a5,924,259
STATE SI1ARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBT'RSEI{EMTS TO GREENV'OOD COI'NTY
TOTAL DISBT'RSEIIEMTS INCLUDING EOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
- I 9,sr6,2AA.92


















- 18,159 (1980 CENSUS)





- WILSON P. SUTEN, JR.
- IRA BELLE BROOKS
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles) $15.542.960
1,OO4 A!,tOrrNT i72,L32.63
CERTTFTED APPLTCATTONS (MUNTCTPALTTTES) 534 AltOlrNA $14'111-83
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 1,538 TOTAL REIMBURSE!,IENT 9g6, 244.46
ptBLrc sERvrcE co!.lMrssroN AssEssluENts FoR 1982 $238.23
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TO:TAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COI'NTY
IIOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COIJNTY)
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOSOLIC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIqUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEIIIENTS TO ITAMPTON COUNTY
TOTAL DI SBIJRSEMEITTS INCLI'DING IIOI{ESTEAD
EXE}IPTION
2 , 552 ,3OA











- 101,419 (1980 CENSUS)
FORM OF COVERNIT'ENT - COUNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COI'NTY AI'DITOR
COU}I:TY TREASI'RER
- JACK Q. GERRALD
- ROBERT M. GRISSOM
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COrJI{ry (excluding motor vehicles) 5209,774,7g4
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OE MOTOR VEHICTES 2O,455,g4O
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF Colrl{lfy 9230,230,734
HOMESTEAD TAX R.EIMBT'RSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUNTY ) 4,247 AMOLNT $44s,638.48
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (IIJNICIPALITIES) 1,A29 A]..toItNT $119.026.32
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 6,076 TOTAT REIMBIJRSEMEN] 9564, 664. AO
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSII{ENTS FOR 1982 $3,388.19
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 198].
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEUSNTS TO HORRY COIJNTY




















- L4,5O4 (1980 CENSUS)





- MIRIAM G. MALPIIRUS
- FAY R. T.'OODS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COT'NTY) 655 AIT.IOIJNT 14'7,764.40
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 155 AMOTJNT $ 6,422.35
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 810 TOTAL REI!4BURSET4ENT 954, 187. 15
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $15.25
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
ToTAL AssEssED vALtE oF coUNTY (exctuding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEIIENTS
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX !4INI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSE}'{EMTS TO JASPER COUI{TY
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS INCLIJDING HOMESTEAD
EXEI{PTION
$11,319,293
r ,722 , r3s




















- 39,015 (1980 CANSUS)
FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COIJNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COUNTY TREASURER
- BRE}IDA 9'. TRI'ESDALE
- STEVE S. KELLY, SR.
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY) 2 ,034 AlrloIJNT $128, 864 . 09
CERTIFTED APPLICATIONS (IqUNICIPALITIES) 7r4 AMOrrl{r $ 25,7OA.84
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,74A TOTAL R.EIIIIBI'RSEMENT $154, 572 . 93
PrrBLrc sERvrcE coMMlssroN AssEssMENrs FoR 1982 s464.L2
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNrY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEIIICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF COUNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIIIBURSEI.,IENIS
STATE SITARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMEMTS TO KERSHAW COUNTY

















- $ 7,777 ,664.L7





- 53,361 (1980 CENSUS)





- IED O. WRIGHT
- JAMES C. WRIGHT
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUNTY) 2,5A3 AMOIJNT s252,481.13
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 932 AI.IOI'NT $ 35,375.61
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 3,515 TOTAL REIMBURSEIIIENT 9287, 856. 74
puBLrc sERvrcE coMMrssroN AssEsslrENrs FoR 1982 $12,026.03
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF COUNTY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAT ASSESSED VALTJE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF COI'NTY
HOI.IESTEAD TAX RE I!{BURSEMENTS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOI,IC LIqUORS TAX
ALCOHOTIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBT'RSEMENTS TO LANCASTER COI'NTY
TOTAL DISBURSEIT{ENTS INCLI'DING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION
s46, 753 , 388
8, 380, 929


















FORI,I OF GOVERNMENT - COI,NCIL
LAIJRENS COIJI{TY
1981 - 1982




- IIELEN W. RODGERS
- ALLEN D. COLEMAN
- MARTHA C. GRAYDON
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF CorrNrY (excluding motor vehicles) $49,94O,a8O
3,097 AMOUNT $184,573.85
CERTTFTED APPLTCATTONS (MuNrCrpALrTrES) L,266 AMOlrl{t $ 52,535.38
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 4,363 TOTAL REIMBURSE}GMT $237, LO9,23
PIJBLIC SERVICE COMI4ISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 S7,566.69
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICTES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEITIEI\rIS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COUNTY)
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBIJRSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIIENTS TO I,AT'R-ENS COI'NTY
TOTAL DI SBURSEIiIENTS INCLI'DING HOITIESTEAD
EXEMPTION




















FORIiI OF GOVERNUEMT - COT'NCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COUNTY TREASI'RER
- CECIL L. STEVENS
- WILLIAM M. ELLEN
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUI{TY (excluding notor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUTflTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEIiIENTS
STATE SIIARED REVENI'ES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEMENTS TO LEE COI.'ITTY
TOTAL DI SBI'RSEIIIENTS INCLT'DING IIOIqESTEAD
EXN.{PTION
$13 , 869, 983
2 ,27O ,669
916,L4O,652
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COI'NTY) 822 AMOTNT i57,722.49
CERTIFIEqAPPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 32O AMOUNT 52O,0T3.76
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,I42 TOTAL REIMBT'RSEMENT S77, 736. 65
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 $.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
$ 3,39s,837.82
I 36 , 1O3 .44
$ 14,360. Os
I 7,744-28
$ 18, 013 . 63
$ 113.394.82
s 244,702.04
$ 51, 703 . 60
i e,344.72
I








- 140,353 (1980 CENSUS)
FORI,I OF GOVERNIIIENT - COI'NCII-ADIIIINISTRATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COIJNTY TREASURER
- II. RALPH CORLEY, SR.
- MARJORIE II. SIIARPE
ToTAL AssEssED vALlrE oF coIrNrY (excluding motor vehicles) $156,414,660
s,2aa AMoUNT $656,754.30
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 1,816 AMO1JNT 9 5I,487.42
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 7,LO4 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 9708, 251. 72
PIJBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 i4L,255.47
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF COI'NTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REII,IBURSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPTICATIONS ( COUNTY)
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIENTS TO LEXINGTON COUNTY






















- 7,797 (1980 CENSUS)POPULATION
FORU OT GOVERNI.'IENT - COIJNCIL-ST'PERVISOR
COI'I\TTY AI,DITOR
COUIflTY TREASURER
- JEWEL P. MCGRATII
- FRANCES W. SIBERT
ToTAt AssEssED VALUE oF cottNTY (excluding motor vehicl-es) $7,039,344
415 AI.,IOUNT $19, 832 . 64
CERTIFIED APPLTCATTONS (MUNICTPALTTTES) 1-57 AllOIrNr $ 3,493.97
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 572 TOTAL REIMBURSE!4ENT 523, 326 -67
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSUEMTS FOR 1982 S.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR ]-981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OT MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY
HOIIIESTEAD TAX REIMBT'RSE}IENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COT'NTY)
STATE SIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX I{INI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBIJRSE!4EMIS TO MCCORMICK COUNTY
TOTAL DI SBT'RSEI{EMTS INCLUDING HOMESTEAD
EXEI.IPTION
965 ,670




















- 34,J.79 (1980 CENSUS)




- L. DWALL WILLIAI.IS
- JOYCE LETT
- EDITH NEAL
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF COUl{rY (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VAtT'E OF COI'NTY
HOI'IESTEAD TAX RE IMBI'RSEI''IENTS
i23 ,323 , 990
? q?? qoo
926, 897, 580
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COnNrY) I,295 At'tOUMt sA9,77t.29
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 772 AMOUNT $38,391.25
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,067 TOTAL REII{BI'RSEII'ENT 5128,162.54
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIIIENTS FOR 1982 $.OO
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR ].98I
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOEOLIC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX
























TOTAL DISBURSE!.'IENTS TO MARION COT'NTY









- 3L,634 (1980 CENSUS)POPULATION
FORM OF GOVERNMEMT - COUNCJL-SUPERVISOR
COUNTY AI'DITOR
COUNTY TREASIJRER
- GRACE DT. GIBSON
- MARIA T. THOMAS
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF COUNTY (excluding notor vehicles) $13,937,271
L,234 AMOITNT $57,084.51
CERTIFIEDAPPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 737 AMOUNT 523,6L6.37
TOTAL APPLICATIONS L,97L TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 980, 7OO. 88
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 5327.29
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY
HO!.,IESTEAD TAX RE II,TBTJRSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COIJr{IY )
STATE SIiARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIIENTS TO MARLBORO COUN:TY
TOTAL DI SBURSEMEMTS INCLI'DING ITOII{ESTEAD
EXEMPTION
2 , 66s ,540




















- 31,111 (1980 CENSUS)




- JEANETTE K. HAMM
- GEORGE W. SU!,IMER
- LOUIS PRICE
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF cOIrNry (excludi-ng moto! vehicles) 931,394,340
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF COUNTY
HO!{ESTEAD TAX REIMBI'RSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COI'NTY) 2,427 AMOUNT 5159,735.42
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (!{tNICIPALITIES) 1,310 AItOttNT $ 41,348.80
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 3,737 TOTAL REIMBI'RSEME*T 9201, 084. 22
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIi{EMrS FOR 1982 9.OO


















STATE SSARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSE!4ENTS TO NEWBERRY COI'NTY





- 48,611 (1980 CENSUS)POPUI,ATION




- KENNETH W. T{ILLIAMS
- HENRY A. CATER
- JOEN W. FOII'LER
To{tAL ASsEssED VALUE oF coul.|1fY (excluding motor vehicles) $81"891,770
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES 7,464,475
AOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF COI'NTY iE9'36O,245
ITOMESTEAD TAX REIIiIBURSEI'IEI{TS
CERTTFTED APPLTCATTONS (COITNTY) 2,740 AMOIJlflT $195,1L8-50
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 94A AI4OIJr{T $ 36'849.02
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 3,688 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT $231,967.52
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIT'IENTS FOR 1982 $532.34
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX IIIINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSE!.'IENTS TO OCONEE COI'NTY
TOTAL DISBI'RSEI{ENTS INCLUDING HOMESTEAD
EXE}IPTION
- s '1,26t,o52.71

















- 42,276 (1980 CENSUS)
FORM OF GOVERNITIETfT - COUNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COT'NTY AI'DITOR
COT'NTY TREASURER
- COKER N. PRICE
- J. STEVE SI'MMERS
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF COITNTY (excluding motor vehicles) $75,986,590
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES 10,880,].20
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY $86,866,710
IIOIIIESTEAD TAX RN IT,IBI'RSE!,IENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COIJNTY) 3,200 AMOnr\|lr $252,355.31
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MUNICIPALITIES) 1,318 Al4OltNT $ 35,945.97
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 4,518 TOTAL REIMBITRSE!4ENT 9288, 3O1. 28
PIJBLIC SERVICE CO!.'MISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 19A2 54,O7T.94
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1941
STATE SHARED REVEN{'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIiIENTS TO ORANGEBIJRG COUNTY








- $ 996,357 .92
- $ 224,7L3.46









- 79,292 (1980 CENSUS)
FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COTJNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COUNTY AT'DITOR
COUNTY TREASI'RER
- NORMAN L. KENNEMER
- LEWIS E. GILSTRAP
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUNTY ) 3,97A AMOTJrflT $280,783.95
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MI'NICIPALITIES) 2,0I3 AI4OT'}{T S 83,675.]-6
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 5,99I TOTAL REIMBURSEI4ENT $364, 459. 11
PIJBLIC SERVTCE COl.llITSSION ASSESSMEMTS FOR 1982 $6,615.87
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF COUlfTy (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
HOUESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEIIEI{TS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTIES
BANK TAX









TC'TAL DISBURSEI'IENTS TO PICKENS COI,NTY























- 267,A23 (1980 CENSUS)
FORII OF GOVERNMEITT - COIJNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COI'NTY AUDITOR
COUNTY TREASI'RER
- PATRICIA T. ANTLEY
- T'ILLIAI{ LINDER
CERTIFIED APPLTCATIONS (COrrNrY) 8,583 AIttOtNT $1,158,913.51
CERTIFTED APPLTCATTONS (MITNTCTPALTTTES) 4,727 AMOTNT I 323,31e.57
TOTAT APPLTCATTONS 13,31O TOTAL RETMBURSEI{EMr 9I,4A2,232.O8
PUBLTC SERVTCE COMMTSSTON ASSESSMENTS rOR 1982 $1,503,67?.51
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUI\IrY (excluding motor
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICTES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
STATE SIIARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO RICHLAND COUNTY
TOTAL DI SBI'RSEIIENTS INCLI'DING HOMESTEAD
EXEMPTION




















- 15,150 (1980 CENSUS)POPULATION
FORII OF GOVERNIIEIfT - COI.INCIL
COI'NTY AUDITOR
COI'NTY TREAST'RER
- ROBERT RAY ABLE
- GAYLE P. WERTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUTf,TY) 947 AMOTTNT S57,002.24
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MTNICIPALITIES) 256 A}torrlflt $ 9,2A7.5O
TCTTAL APPLICAIIONS I,2O3 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 166, 2A9.74
PIJBLIC SERVICE COMI.,IISSION ASSESSIITEMTS FOR 1982 S331.9I
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 198]-
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIJNTy (excluding motor vehicles)
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OT COUNTY
HO!,IESTEAD TAX RE I!,IBI'RSEI4ENTS
STATE SHARED REVENT'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION TINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOEOTIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEI'IENTS TO SALI'DA COUNTY
























- 201,553 (1980 CENSUS)




- DENNIS M. COMPOS, JR.
- OREN L. BRADY, III
- JAMES E. CLAYTON
TOTAL ASSESSED VALttE OF COTNTY (excLuding motor vehicles, i247,892,244
LO,964 ATTTOUNT S1, O9A,537 .L7
CERTTFTED APPLTCATIONS (MrrNICrpALrTrES) 4,138 AT4OTJNT I 244,57L.82
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 15,102 TOTAL REII{BT'RSEMEI{T 91, 343. 108. 99
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 54,295.67
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALT'E OF COI.INTY
HOMESTEAD TAX REIIIIBIJRSEIqEMTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COI'NTY)
STATE SHARED REVENIJES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO SPARTANBURG COUNTY





- s 375,L67 .22

















- aa,243 (1980 CENSUS)
FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COI'NCIL-ADMINISTRATOR
COUNTY AUDITOR
COUNTY TREASI'RER
- EMILY K. JACKSON
- C. ELLIS STAFFORD
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF coIrNfY (excluding notor vehicles) $64,866,610
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES L0,262,I3O
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COI'NTY $75,124,740:
HOMESTEAD TAX REIMBIIRSEMENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (COI'NTY ) 2.71s AMOTJNT S181.530.65
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (II{IJNICIPALITIES) I,2O3 AMOUNT $ 49,906.2O
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 3.918 TOTAL REIMBT'RSEMENT $231, 436. 85
PI'BLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSIEMTS FOR 1982 344,294.4I
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SHARED REVENT'ES DISBI'RSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTqUORS TAX
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX I'IINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAT DISBURSEI'IENTS TO SUMTER COIJNTY


























- B. E. KIRBY, JR.
- JA}IES W. CIIEEK
- BILL E. OIDELL
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COUNTY (excluding notor vehicles) 925,733,060
TOTAL ASSESSED VALITE OF MOTOR VEHICLES 3,709,849
TOTAL ASSESSED VALIJE OF COITI,|:TY 529,442,949
HO}TESTEAD TAX REIMBI'RSET{EMTS
CERTIE IED APPLICATIONS TCOIJNTY) 2,024 AI4oUNT 9145,279.O9
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (I,IUNICIPALITIES) 9O7 Al4OUNr $ 27,e7A.2O
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 2,935 TOTAL REIMBURSEI,IENT $173, 157. 29
PIJBLTC SERVTCE COIit!4rSSrON ASSESSIIENTS FOR 1982 5L1 ,424.O9
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR ].981
STATE SITARED REVENI'ES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLTC LTQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBURSEIIENTS TO I'NION COUNTY


















FORM OF GOVERNMENT - COUNCIL-SUPERVISOR
WILLIAMSBT'RG COIJNTY
1981 - 1982
- 3A,226 (1980 CENSUS)





ToTAL AssEssED VALUE oF couNTY (excluding motor vehicl-es) $33,549,35o
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF MOTOR VEHICLES 4,587,405
TOTAL ASSESSED VALTE OF COUMTY $38,136'755
EO!{ESTEAD TAX RE IMBT'RSEI/IENTS
CERTTFTED APPLTCATTONS (COUNTY) 1,292 AltlOIJNr $ 84,616.70
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS (MT'NICIPALITIES) 37! A}'IOUNT $ 16,134.50
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 1,663 TOTAL REII,IBURSEMENT $100,751.20
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ASSESSMENTS FOR 1982 i4,2L9.94
BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981
STATE SI'ARED REVENTJES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DI SBI'RSEI'IENTS TO WI LL IAI,ISBURG COUNTY




























TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF COIt}{ry (exctuding motor vehicles) 9L24,243,sLs
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF MOTOR VEHICTES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALI'E OF COUNTY
HOT'ESTEAD TAX REIMBURSEIT{ENTS
CERTIFIED APPLICATIONS ( COUNTY) 4,540 AMOTJI{T $337,567.58
CERTIFIED AppLICATIONS (IIUNICIpALITIES) 2,624 AI4OIJNT $126,846.09
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 7.L64 TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT 5464,4L3.67
PTBLIC SERVICE COMUISSION ASSESSIVTEMTS FOR 1982 $598,536.93














- $ ?, soo. oo
- 92L,OJ,a,s82.49
- $2L,47s,996.16
STATE SHARED REVENUES DISBURSED
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TAX MINI-BOTTLES
BANK TAX









TOTAL DISBI'RSEMENTS TO YORK COI'NTY






Section 58-3-100 in the Code of Laws of South Carolina,
I2f9, provides that the Comptroller General compute individual
company and utility liabilities for the support of the Public
Service Comnission. This section reports those assessments
compiled by the Comptroller Generalrs Office from budgetary





(BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS FOR 1981)
ADMINISTRATION DIVISION
xlrE 0F cofrPANY - couNTY lssEss€o
A. D. HARE IIATER HORKS AND PUTP SERVICE
- EERKELEY
ABLE COI{I{UNICAIIONS, INC. - SUMIER
ALPINE UIILITIES, INC. - RICHLANO
ANCO UIILIIIES, INC. - LIXINGTON
ARTISIIC BUILDER5, INC. - PICKENS
ASIA, INC. - ANDERSON
AUGUSTA FIELOS UIILITY SYSTEHI INC. -
GREENNOOO
868 dAIER IIORKS, INC. - 5PARTANEURG
BLUE RI88ON HATER CORPORATION - YORK
BLUFFION TELEPHONE [, APPLTANCE CO, I INC.
BEAUFORI
BRIARCLIFF ESTATES - RICHLANO
EROOKSIOE SEIER DISIRICl - SPARIANsURG
BUSH RIVER SERVICE COHPANY, INC..
RICHLAND
8U5H RIVER UIILIIIES, INC. - RICHLANO
BUSINESS SROK€RS OF THE SOUTH, INC. -
KERSHAH
CAROLINA ENERGtES, INC. - iICHLANO
cAr{0EN }r08lLE corlt{uNtcaTI0Nst tNc. -
K ER SHAT
CAROLINA POIER I LIGHI COI.IPANY -
FLORENCE
CAROLINA IIATER SERVICE, INC.. LEXINGTON
CHEsNEE ]ELEPHONE COHPANYI INC..
SPARTANSURG
CHESIER TELEPHONE COHPANY . CHESIER
CLARK ESTATES I'AIER HORKS - SPARTANBUR6
CLINION I{ILLS, INC. - LAURENS
COATES ROAO HAI€R SYSTEH, INC. -
SPARIANEURC
COLUNBIA IELEPHONE ANSHERI!G SERVICE -
RICHLANO
COHMOOORE UTILIIY CORPORAIION - YORK
CONTINENIAL IELEPHONE COMPANY -
GREENVILLE
CORNNELL LANO COHPANY, INC. - YORK
OEEOROI€U CORPORATION - GEJRGEIO}IN
OEVELOPHENI SERVICES, INC. - RICHLANO
OIN(INS I{ATER SYSTEH, INC. - SUI,ITER
OUKE POHER COI{PANY - YOR(
E f, R PARINERSHIP - CLARENOON
E. B. SIONE UIILITY COHPANY - YORK
EAGLE CO}IHUNICAIIONS, INC, - AIKEN
EASI-BLUFF SEIAGE CO}IPANY, INC. .
RICHLANO
EOENHOOO HATER CO}.IPANYi INC. - LEXINGION
EVANS COHXUNICAIIONS, INC. - RTCHLAND
FAIRLAHN UTILITI€S, INC. - LEXIN6ION
FARMERS TELEPHONE COOPERATIVEI INC. -
HILLIAHSBURG
FARROX IERRACE UIILITY COXPANY, tNC. -
RICHLANO
FCRK SHOALS HAIER HORK5. GRE€NHOOO
FORI LAIIN OEVELOPHENT COTPANY, INC. -
LANCASTER
FORI HILL IELEPHONE COIIPANY - YORK
FOIHOOO UTILITIES, INC. - YORX
GENERAL IELEPHONE COIPANY JF IHE
SOUTH€A5I - SUIITER
CENERAL UTILIIIES, INC. - RICHLANO
GEORGIA PAGING COIIPANY - JASPER
GLENOALE IAIER CORPORATION - FLORENC!
GRANITEVILLE COI.IPANY, INC. - AIKEN
GREYSIONE UIILITY CORPORAITON . RICHLANO
HALLI{ARK SHORES TAI€R SYSIEX - LEXINGTON
HARGRAY IELEPIIONE COI{PANY, INC. -
BEAUFORT
HARKIN UTILITY S€RVICE, INC. -
ORANGEBURG
HEATER UIILITIES, INC. - RICHLANO


















1 6 ,300 .00





























































































ilAr{E BF CorP Ny - CouNIv AssEssEo
LANCASTER
HEAIH SPRIN6S IELEPHONE COHPANY -
LANCASIER
HERI{IIAGE IIAIER SYSTEI.IS OF LEXINGTONT
INC. - LEXINGTON
XILTON HEAO PLANIATIBN U]ILITIES, INC. -
B€AUFORI
HILTON HEAO UTILITIES, INC. - EEAUFORl
HO}tE T6LEPHONE COI,IPANYi INC. - EERKELEY
hORRY TELEPHON€ COOPERATIVEI INC' -
HJRRY
HORSE ISLANO SERVICE CORPOiAIICN -
EEAUF ORT
HUGHES HATER SYSIEI{S, INC. - ANOERstJN
HYOE PARK IIAIER TORKS - GREENTOOO
ISLANO UTILIIIES, INC. - CHARLESTON
ISLE OF PALI{S NAIER COHPANY. INC. -
CHARLESION
JACKSON XILLS - SPARIANEURG
JAI,IE5 ISLANO PLANTATION SERVICE CO. I
I NC. . CHARLE STON
KIAH^H ISLANO UIILIIY, INC.. CHARLISIIJN
LAOSON UTILITIES, INC. - SERKELEY








22 ,5 ?0 .00












6 ,79 2 .00
2(,656.00
L 720.00






























































































G RE E NIOOO
LAKE MURRAY UIILIIIES, INC.
LAKE MURRAY RAIER ANO SENER
LEXINGTON
LAKEHOOO UIILITIES, tNC. - KERSHAI]
LANCASIER TELEPHONE COI,IPANY . LANCASTTR
LEE58UR6 UIILIIIES COHPANY, INC..
RICHLANO
LOCKHART POIIER COMPANY - UNION
LOST COLONY HAIER SYSIEH [, RECREAIII.]Ii -
Y ORK
MCCLELLANVILLE TEL€PIIONE CJhPANY -
CHARLESTON
HCCSHSS,IATER SYSIEH - 6REENIIOOO
TTECKLENBURG UTILITI€5, INC. - YORX
I{IO-CAROLINA TELEPHONE CO}lPANY .
SPARlANEURG
I{IOLANOS UIILIII, INC. - IEXINGTON
I{O8ILE PHONE OF CHARLESION, INC. -
cHARLE 5l0r'l
TORRIS CONIUNICAIIONSI INC' - GREENVILLE
TiOUNTAIN 8AY ESlATES UIILIIY CO., INC. -
O CONE E
I{IRILE EEACH RAOIO IELEPHON€ PA6ING
SERVICE . HORRY
NICHOLSON IATER COt{PANY - CRTENXOOO
NORIH FALL ACRES SEH€R SYSTEM -
GRE E NHOOO
NORTH PINES UTILITY COTPANY, INC. -
LEXI NGION
N0RrlAY IELEPHoNE CoLPANY. INC. -
ORANCE BURG
OAK 6ROVE ESIATES UIILITIES. INC..
LEXINGTON
OLO BARNI{ELL ROAO UTILIIY CO., INC. -
L EX I NGION
PALI'IETTO RURAL IELEPHONE CCIJPERAIIVE .
C OLLE TON
PARKER ELECIRONICS . GEORGEIO9N
PEOPLES NATURAL GAS COt{P NY - FLORENCE
PIED}IONI NATURAL CAS COI.IPANY, INC. -
GREENVILLE
PI€OHONI RURAL IELEPHON€ CCOPERATTVT -
L AUR€ N5
PILOT CORPORATION . RICHLANO
PINEOALE UIILITY CONPANYT INC. - SU}IlER
PINE VALLEY ESTATES UTILITY . HORRY
PONO BRANCH IELEPHONE COXPANY, INC. -
LEXINGTON
PORIER IATER COIIPANY, INC. - 6REENVILLE
OUAIL HOLLON COI{PANY. LEXINGION
R 6 R ENVIRONI{ENIAL SYSTEI,IS CO}'IPANY.
SPARTANBURG
RIEAUI INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. - ETAUFORI
RIDCE TELEPHONE COI.IPANYI INC' - SALUOA
RIDGEIIAY IELEP},IONE CO}tPANY . F IRFIELD
RIVER PINES 
'IAIER 
SYS'E11, INC. - YORK
ROCK HILL I{O8IL  COXI4UNICAIIONS - YORK
ROCK IIILL TELEPHONE CO}IPANY - YORK
S. C. UTILIIIEST INC. - AI(EN
SANOITILL TELEPHONE COOPERAIIVE' INC.
CHE SIERFIELO
SANIEE RESORI' INC. - ORANGEBUR6
SEAEROOK UTILIIY COHPANY - CHARLESION
S[ITH HATER }IOR(S - YORK
SOUTH CAROLINA EL€CIRIC E GA5 COITPANY
R ICHLANO
SOUIH CARI]LINA lELEPHONE CSRPORATION
L EX I N6TON















































































SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE COXPAN}
R ICHLANO
SO|JIHLANO UIILIIIES' INC. - RICHLANO
SPRINGLAKE ESIATES iIATER SYSIEI{ - YORK
SI. },IAITHEI,{S IELEPHONE COHPANY - CALHOUN
5I. STEPH€NS IELEPHONE COI.IPANY
B€RKELEY
5IANOARO HAIER CONPANY - DCRCHESTTR
SIORI.I ERANCH SEIIERS' INC. - AIKEN
SIRATION HALL }IASIE9IATERI INC' - KERSHAT
IALL PIN€S UIILITIES' INC. - EERKELEY
IELEPAGE OF EEAUFORI' INC. - BEAUFORI
IELE-PAGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA' INC. -
CHARLESTON
IERRACEXAY S€RVICE CORPORAIION'
R I CHL ANO
IIIN LAKES OF SUIITER' INC.
uNllE0 clTIEs GA5 C0iPANY -
UNITEO IELEPHONE COTIPANY OF
CAROLINAS - EEAUFORT
UTILITtES INC. - RICHLANO
VALHALLA CTJIIPINY - RICHLANO
VILLAGE UTILIIIES. INC. - SPARTANSURG
HARREN NORHAN ANO COHPANY - YORK
Ii IER OAK UTILIIY COMPANY' INC..
BEAUFORT
'IATER 
SYSIEMS, INC. . PICKENS
I FORO. INC. - GEORCEIOHN
HESI CAROLINA RURAL TELEPHONE COOP. INC.
- ABBEVILLE
IIILOEiIOOO UIILITTESI INC' . RICHLANO
HILLISION TELEPHONE COI{PANI - SARNIELL
IIOOO FORESI UIILITY COI4PANY' INC. - YORX
HOOOLANO UTILIIIFS' INC. - RICHLANO
r{000LAr.rN 5u80Ivlsl0N HArER c0., lNC. -
GREENHOOO
TOIAL AOMINI SIRATION 1
RArE! .00081E5{2123369
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
CAROLINA POI{ER E LIGHT COI{PANY -
FLURENC€
CLINTON HILLS' INC. . LAURENS
DUKE POHER COXPANY - YORK
HEATH SPRIN6S LIGHT 6, POIER COIIPANY -
LANCASTER
LOCKHART POIIER CCHPANY - UNION





















GAS SAFETY STANDARDS DIVISION
CAROLTN  ENEROIES' INC. - RICHLANO
CHESTER COUNIY NATURAL GAS AUIHORIIY
CHE SIER
CITY OF BAIIEERG . 8AI{8ERG
CIIY OF BENNETTSVILLE - ITARLEORO
CIIY OF ELACKSBURG. CHERO(EE
CIII OF FOUNTAIN INN - CREENVILLE
CIIY OF GREENIOOO. GREENXOOO
CIIY OF GREER - GREENVILLE
CIIY OF LAURENS. LAURENS
CITY OF ORANGESURG - ORANGEBURC
CITY OF UNION - UNION
_ llq,l55,685.00




I r {07 r 485 .00
12r057,893.00
6,898, r60.00
















CIIY OF XINNSBORO - FAIRFIELO t
CLINTON-NEISERRY NATURAL GA5 AUTHORITY -
L AURE NS
FORT HILL NATURAL CAS AUTHORITY -
PICKENS
LANCASIER COUNIY NATURAL GAS AUIHORIIY -
LANCASIER
PEOPLES NATURAL GAS COHPANY - FLI]RENC€
PIEOI.{JNI NATURAL GAS COI{PANY, INC. -
GREENVILLE
SOUIH CAROLINA ELECIRIC T 6A5 COHPANY.
R I CHL ANO
UNI TED CI IIES GAS COHPANY . CTIERI]KEE
YORK COUNIY NAIURAL 6AS AUIHORIIY - YORK
IOIAL GAS COHPANIES 1
RATE: .000295295371C01




























































TELEPHONE AND IVIOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION
AELE COMI1UNICAIIONS, INC. - 5UI{IER
ASIA' TNC. - ANOERSON
SLUFFTON IELEPHONE 6, APPLIANCE CO.. INC.. EEAUFORT
CAHOEN HOBILE COI{I.IUNICAIIONSI INC' -
(ERSHAH
CHESilEE IELEPHONE COHPANY, II{C. -
SPARTANEURG
CHESTER TELEPHONE COHPANY . CH€5TER
COLUXEIA TELEPHONE ANSHERING SERVICE -
R ICHLANO
CONIINENTAL TELEPHONE CO}IPANY -
GREENVILLE
EAGLE COI{HUNICATIONS, INC. . AIKEN
EVANS COI{IIUNICATIONS, INC. - RICHLANO
FARHERS I€LEPHONE COOPERATIVE I INC ' -HILLIAIlSEURG
FORI IIILL TELEPHONE COIlPANY - YORK
EENERAL TELEPHONE CO},IPANY 3F'IHE
SOUIHEASI. SUHIER
GECRGIA PAGING COMPANY - JA5PER
HARGRAY TELEPiONE COHPANY, INC. -
B EAUF OR I
HEATH SPRINGS IELEPHONE CO}IPANY -
LANCASTER
HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. - EERKELEY
HORRY IELEPHONE COOPERAIIV€, INC. -
HORRY
LANCASTER IELEPHONE COHPANY - LANCASIER
LOCKHART POHER COMPANI - UNION
MCCLELLANVILLE IELEPHONE COI'PANY -
CIIARLE STON
MIO-CAROLINA TELEPHONE COHPANY -
SPARTANEURG
I'O8ILE PHONE OF CHARL€SION, INC..
CHARLESTON
r10RRl5 c0Mf{uNtcaIl0Ns, lNc. - GREENvtLLt
IlYRILE 8€ACH RADIO IELEPHONE PAGIN6
SERVICE - HORRY
NORIAY I€LEPHONE COhPANYI INC' .
ORANGEEURG
PAL}lETTO RURAL TELEPHONE COOP€RAIIVE -
COLL€ TON
PARKER €LECTRONICS - GEORG€IOIN
PIEOI|ONT RURAL TELEPHONE CCOPERAIIVE -
LAURENS
POND BRANCH TELEPHONE COIIPANY, INC. -
LEX I NGTON
RIOGE TELEPHONE COI{PANY, INC. - SALUOA
RIOGEHAY TELEPHONE COI{PANY . FAIRFIELO
RBCK HILL I.IOEILE COI{TIUNICAIIONS - YORK
ROCK HILL IELEPHONE COHPANY - YORX
SANOHILL TELEPHONE COOPERAIIVE, INC. -
C}IE STERFI ELO
SOUIH CAROLINA IELEPHONE CORPORAIION -
LEXINCTON
SOUIHERN EELL IELEPHONE COI.IPANY -
RICHLANO





835 ,262 . OO


























1 37 ,276 . O0
l.067,7?9.O0
67,521.OO











ilAt{E 0F coilPlNY COUNIY ASSESSEO
ST. 5]EPH€NS TELEPHONE COMPANY - 
'BERKELE Y
IELEPAGE OF BEAUFORT, INC. - SEAUFORT
]LLE-PAGE OF SOUIH CAROLINA' INC. -
CHARLESTON
UNITEO TELEPHONE COIIPANY OF -IHE
CAROLINAS - BEAUFORT
HEST CAROLINA RURAL TELEPHCNE CtjoP.,
INC. - ABBEVILLE
IIILLI STON TELEPHCNE COHPANY - BARNNTLL
IOIAL TELEPHONE COIiPANIES $
RArEr .000221591026904
TRANSPORTATION DIVIS ION
CLINCHFIELO RAILROAO COHPANY .
SPARIANSURG
COLUHEIA! NENBERRY E LAURENS RAILROAO
CTIHPANY - RICHLAN0
GREENVILL€ ANO NORIHERN RAILR{JAO -
GREENVILLE
HAI1PTON ANO SRANCHVILLI RA!LROAO .
HAilPTON
LANCASlER ANO CHESIER RAILHAY COHPANY -
LANCASTER
NORFOLK SOUTHRN RAILHAY COI,IPANY -
CHESTER
NORTH CHARLESTON TERHINAL COMPANY -
CHARLESTON
PICKENS RAILROAO COHPANY - PIC(EN5
SEABOARO COAS] LINE RAILROAD COTIPANY -
RICHLANO
SOUIHERN RAILHAY COilPANY - RICHLANO
IiARE SHOALS RAILROAO COHPANY - CREENHOOO
IOIAL TRANSPORTATION COI'IPANIES t
RAIE! .00641?0263f6422
I,/ATER AND I{ASTEWATER
A. O. HARE HATER HORKS ANO PUHP SERVICE
- EERKELEY
ALPINE UIILITIES. INC. - RICHLANO
ANCO UTILITIESI INC' - LEXINGTON
ART ISIIC BUILOERSI INC' - PICKENS
AUGUSIA FIELOS UTILITY SYSIEI'{, INC. -
G RE E NIIOOO
868 rlATER H0RKS, INC. - SPARlANBURG
BLUE RIEBON HAIER CORPORAIION - YORK
BRIARCLIFF ESTAIE5 - RICHLANO
EROOKSIOE SEHER DISTRICI - SPARTANEURG
BUCKEYE IIAT€R COI4PANY, INC. - RICHLANO
8U5H RIVER SERVIC€ COHPANY, INC. -
R ICHLAND
EUSH RIVER UlILITIES, INC. - RICHLANO
BUSIN€SS BROKERS OF THE SOUTH, INC. -
KERSHAI
CAROLINA }IAIER SERVICE, INC. - LEXINGION
CLARK ESIAIES }IAIER IiORKS - SPARTANEURC
CLINION HILLSI INC' - LAURENS
COAIES ROAO HATER 5Y5IEH, INC. -
S PAR T ANBURG
COMHODORE UIILIIY CORPT]RAIION - YORK
CORNIELL LAND COHPANY, INC. - YORK
OEBOROIEU CORPORATION . CEf,RGETOI{N
OEVELOPI.IENT SERVICES' INC. - RICHLAND
DINKINS XATER SYSIEIl, INC. - SUIITER
DUKE POHER COXPANY - YORK
E 6 R PARTNERSHIP - CLARENOON
E.8. SIONE UIILIIY COHPANY - YORK
EAST-8LUFF SEIIAGE COT1PANY. INC. -
R ICHLANO
EOENHOOO HAIER COIPANY, INC. - LEXINGlON
FAIRLAIIN UTTLIIIES, INC. . LEXINGTON
FARROH IERRACE UIILITY COHPANY, INC. -
RICHLANO
FORK SHOALS HATER HORKS - GREEN}IOOO





































2 ,3q ?. 00
185 




































































NATIE OF COHPANY COUNIY ASSESSEO
FOXXOOO UTILITTESI INC' . YORK 
'GENERAL UTILITIES, INC. - RICHLANO
GLENOALE I{ATER CORPORATION . FLORENCE
GNATT] ACRES - YORK
GRANIIEVILLE COI,IPANY t INC. - AIKEN
GREYSIONE UIILIIY CORPORATION . RICHLANO
HALLXARK SHORES I{ATER SYSIEH - LEXINC'ION
HAR(IN UTILITY SERVICE, INC. -
ORANGEEURG





HILION HEAO PLANIATION UIIIIIIES! INC. -
SEAUFOR]
HILTON HEAO UTILIIIES. INC. - ETAUFORT
HI]RST ISLANO SERVICE CORPORAIION -
BEAUF OR T
HUGTIES HATER SYSTEXS } INC. - ANDERST]N
HYOE PARK IIATER }/ORI(S - GREENHOOO
ISLAND UIILIIIESI IilC' . CHARLESTTJN




JACKSCti I{tLLS - SPARIANSUR6
JAilES ISLANO PLANTAIION SERVICE CO.,
IlIC. - CHARLESION
KIAHAH ISLANO UTILIIYI TNC' - CHARLESION
LAOSON UTILIIIES. INC. - SERKELEY
LAKE CHtN0UAPtN fiAl€R Cof{r'ilSStCNi tNC. -
G RE E NXOOO
LAKE MURRAY UTILIIIESI INC, - LEXINGION
LAKE MURRAY HAIER ANO s€I{ER CORP, -
LEXINGION
LAKEHOOO UTILITIES, INC. - KERSHAT
LEESEURG UIILITIES COHPANY' TNC. -
R I CHL ANO
LOCKHART POiIER COHPANY - UNION
LOSI COLONY HATER SYSTE},I O, RECREATION -
YORK
MARK HATER I{ORKS - EEAUFORI
HCCA|.8S IAIER SYSTEil - GREENHOOO
MECKLENEURG UIILITIES' INC. - YORX
I{TOLINDS UIILITY, INC. . LEXINCTON
HOUNIAIN gAy EStAIES UTtLIIY C0., tNC. -
OCONE E
NICHOLSON }IAIER COI1PANY - CREENNOOO
NORIH FALL ACRES SEIER SYSIEI'I -
GRE E N IIOOO
NORTH PINES UTILIIY COI,iPANY, INC. -
LEXINGION
OAK GROVE ESTATES UTILIIIES, INC. -
LEXINGION
OLO BARNIIELL ROAD UTILITYI CO', INC' -
LEXIN6ION
PILCI CORPORAIION - RICHLANO
PINEOALE UTILITY COI{PANY, INC. - SUIIIER
PINE VALLEY ESTAIES UIILITY - HORRY
PORITR HAlER COHPANYT INC' - GR€ENVILLE
QUAIL HOLLOH COXPANY - LEXITGION
R 6 R ENVIRf,NHENIAL SYSTEHS COHPANY .
SPA RT ANgUR G
RISAUI INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. - STAUFORI
RIVER PINES I{ATER SYSIEX, INC. - YORX
S. C. UTILIIIES. INC. - AI(EN
SANTEE RESORII INC' - ORANG€8UR6
SEABROOK UTILITY COI{PANY - CHARLESION
SI.IITH HAIER IIORKS. YORK
SOUIHLANO UIILITIES' INC. - RICHLAND
SPRINGLAKE ESIAI€S }IATER SYSIEI.I - YORX
STANOARO HATER COI{PANY - OORCHESTER
ST€PHENSON INVESIHENI COI'PANY' INC. -
R I CHL ANO
SIORH BRANCH SE}IERS. INC. - AIKEN
STRAIION HALL IIASIETATER, INC. - KERSHAH
TALL PINE5 UIILIIIES, INC.. EERKELEY
IERRACEIAY SERVICE CORPORAIION -
R ICHLANO
lflN LA(E5 0F SUf{l€R. lNC. - SU}|TER
UIILITIES INC. . RICHLANO
V LHALLA COMPANY - RICHLANO
VILLAGE UIILIIIES' INC. . SPARIANBURG
T RREN NORIIAN ANO COI{PANY - YORK








8 ,56 5 .00
2,628.O0
5{3,600.00






































































































































5t rt I t.OO
2 r88O.OO












lllTER SYSTEllSr lNC. - PICK€t{S
IAI€RFORO' INC; . GEORGEIO{N
IILOE}IO(x' UTILIIIESI INC. . RICHLAIIO
t000 FoREsl ulILtlY cor{PAxf, tNc. - toRK
t000ttil0 uttLlllEsr txc. - RICHLAN0









This section is a display of the Annual Settlement data
submitted to the Comptroller Generalrs Office by the various
counties. Each county report is divided into four major
sectl-ons:
TAX ASSESSMENTS - Reports the assessments charged
for collection and the disposition of those assess-
ments as of the end of the fiscal year.
TREASURERTS CASH ACCOUNT - A general report of the
receipt and disbursement of county funds under the
custody of the county treasurer for the fiscal year.
DELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNT - A report of the activity
for all delinquent tax assessments and collections.
STATEII{ENT OF INDEBTEDNESS - A rePort on the countyls
indebtedness (notes and bonds) showing beginning and
ending balances owed.
Following the annual settlement data is a fold-out chart
ilisplaying the breakdown of personal and real property values
and assessments, along with total assessments for each county.
Tax values relating to these assessments are also displayed.
Due to the nature of the motor vehicle 1aw, Act 405, the
tax year of a motor vehicle is concurrent with its licensing
period. Therefore, the assessed values and nurnber of vehicles




STATEI'ENT SHOYINO R€CEtPiS AI{D OI SEURSEflEI{IS FOR PERIOO JULY Ir I98I












UNCOLLEC'ED ilOIOR VEHICLFS LAST
ORTGT\AL ASSESSIIEI{T






CASH dALANCF LAST SETILE"IENT







88?,4I1.85 r 2,485,!l8.ll t 31372'129.96
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRETT TAX COLLFCTTT'NS
D€LltlQUE^lT I Ax C0LL€ClloNS
MOTOR VFHICLE I1X COLLECTIT)Ns
ADVANCE qOBILE HOI{E TAX COLLICTICNS
BORRO!{EO,{Oi:EY




r.ruNl clP^L coLLEcr t0Ns
MISCELLA\EOUS
IOIAL
OFL I I'IQUENT IAX ACC|IUNI
IAXFS ON HAND LASI SEIILEMFNT
D€LINCUF\T IAXES FI{UI'1 TREASURER
rO'AL
5TATFSENT r)F INDEStEDNESS
SONOS OJfSTANOIIG JULY I















I L t120t269.01 t
t L rste )262.t8 |
110r399.65
375' 085.00



























l4{' l9?. I I
r54,148.50t4?0.539.16t624'68I.66
92CrCC0,OO t 21450,100.00 3 l'37Or10O.O0
300,000.00 300,000.00
92C,000.00 i 2,750'100.00 ! 3'6to,1o0.00
63
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
STAIEIiIENI SHOI{ING RECEIPTS ANO OISSUNSETEilIS FOR P€RtOO JULV I,, IgEIIO JUNE 30, I982, INCLUOII{G BALANCES FOR PREVIOUS YEARS
_____cR EOt I S___
C CUNIY
TAX ASSESST4€ITS
ASATEYENIIS I EXCLUDI\G qi1'dR VEIlICLES'
YOTOR VEH ICI- E AIJATEMENTS
110TCR vFlllCLE Iilx CoLLFCTI0NS
CI]RRENT TAX CLTLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECI€D i4CTOR VEHTCLES (JUNE 3CI
EXECUTfI)^lS IO D€L It\?r,EtrT TAX CCLfECIOF
T4TAL
TRFASURERi S CASH ACCOLNT
D I SBI'RS EI,I E\ I S
PAID STATE DUBLIC SES,VICE COTIl. ASSESS.
PAIO COU\TY CLAIIlS





CASH NALANCE JU\E 3', T982
rOTAL
lEL IlllLJE^lT IAx ACCoUNI
PAIO CUI.,NIY IREASURER
NULLA 80\AS





BONDS SI ILL OUTSTANDING JJNE ]O
IOTAL













!.44, 197. I I
i 2,189.00


















I l0 , 399. 65
L5 ,t4t .1 3
344, ?9 1.78
t48' I 63. 12




2C'0C0.00 217,000.00 257,000.00894,312.80 2,2I3,1O0.00 3,107,{12.80
920,000.00 t 2,750,100.00 3 3,670,100,00
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AIKEN COUNTY
STITEHENT SHOHING RECEIPTS ANO DTSBURSEfIENTS FOR PERIoD JULY lr l98l
TO JUI{E ]Or I982' INCLUOING EALANCES FOR PRCVIOUS YEARS
-----0E 8I r S----
TAX ASSESSMENIS
UNCOLLECTEU MOT]R VEHICLES LAST 5EITLE.
ORIGIiIAL ASSESS!EN]
TD'AL HOIOR V€HICLES BTLLFO






CASH BALANCE LAST SETTIEMFNT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRENI TAX COLLECTIONS
DEL TNQUE\I TAX COLLECT IiJNS
110loR vErllcL E rax coLLEcT lcNs
ADVAT,tCE XOSILE BOtE rAX COLI-ECTICI\S
BONoS SOLt)





N T SC EL LANEOU S
JUNE I98I OELINQUFIIT TAX
JULY I982 VEHICLE TAX
COLLEGE ACRES CURRFNT COLLECTIONS
IOTAL
OEL INQUENT IAX ACCIJUNT
TAXES ON BANO I.AST SETILEflENT
OEL TNQUENI TAX€S FROM TREASURER




t{OI€S OUTSTANOING JULY I














































5 1.2 6 2.OO
t6,897.00
! l6,9lr,??3.0o t 43'607'163.00 3 60r519'136.00
,75r455.O0 i I'14:l'63t.00 t tr7t9rl32.00








! I,194,2f4.00 3 22,765'0OO.00 ! 3Or959r234.0O
oo
AIKEN COUNTY
SIATEHENT S}IO/ING REC€IPIS AND DISEURSEIIENTS FOR PERIOD JULV Ir I98I




AEAIEI.IE\TS I EXCLUDI\G MOTOiI VEHICLES)
ilOTOR VEH ICL E AsATEMENIS
MOTOR VEHICL E TAX CCLLECI IONS
CURRENT IAX COLTECTIL!NS
UNCCLLECTEO XOTOR VEHICLES (JUhF ]OI
EXECUTINNS IO OELI\,]UENT TAX CL)LtECTON
DISCoTJNTS
'O'AL
IREASUCERI S CASh ACCCLNT
OISBURSEMENIS
PAIO COUNTY CLAIHS




PAID I'tl SCELL Ar.lt0US
CASH BALANCE JUIrE 30r I982
TOTAL
r 4r5€?,968.00 | tl,5{4,918.00 3 t6r I32r886.00
r0rAt
r l6,sll,?75.00 t 43,60?,361.00 I 60.5t9,136.00
r 28,065.00 i 61,897.00 t 89,982.00
29t3ta.0O 70,l25.OO 99r.163.00
64?,180.00 1,654,128.00 2,301,308.00
3.425.450.00 8,690,{?3.00 l21 119r923.00
133,?40.00 3621657.00 496,397.00













OELINQUINT IAXES ON HANO JUNE 30, I982








958,8?2.00 t 1,746,06?.00 3 2r 70{r939.00
NOTES PAIO
BONOS PAID
NOTES STILL OUTSIANOING JUNI
BoNDS SrILL OUTSTAN0ING JUlrt
TOTA L
t2,4€3,359.00t32,4831359.00





t 8,194,234.O0 t 22,765,000.00 t 30,9r9,2t4.OO
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ALLENDALE COUNTY
STATEI{ENI SHOYING R€CEtPTS Ail0 0lSBURSErlEfillS fOR PERIO0 JULY lr l98l











t,NCOLLECtEO HOTOR VEHICLES LAST STITL€.
0RtG IrraL ASS ESSi,lEr{r





TRFASUF ER I S CASH ACCOINT
CASH BALA\CE LAS' SETILE{ENI
CASH RECE IPIS
CURRENT IAX CULLECIIONS
OEI-I{QUENI I AX COLLECTIONS
MOTOR VEHTCT E TAX COLLECTTCNS
ADVANCE ilOAt LE HOilE IAX COLLECI ITNS
F INES' L ICENSES 6 F€ES
STAT€ AI D






rAXES OTI HAND LASI 5ETTLEilENT
DEL TNOUFNT I AXES FROil TREASURER













123,e66.2f t 956,tt5.5? t 1r680r281.8{













































662,921.28 a 662.9 2r.28
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ALLEI{DALE COUNTY
STATEHENI SHOIII{G REC€IPTS AI{D DISEURSEI€NTS FOT PERTOD JUIY I, I98I












AEAIEI.IEiITS I EXCLUDING XOTOR VEHICLESI
I.{OIOR VEHICLE ABATEH€NIS
IOTOR VEHICI.E IAX COLLECIICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLL€CTED I4OTOR VEHICL€S (JUt{E 3OI
















DELINQUENT TAXES ON HANO JUNE 30, 1982
SC EfIPL0YMENT SFCURITY Coflt{ISSIC}l
REFUNO OF OVERPAYIlENTS












f23,966.2t t 956.tt5.5f a 1.680,281.84
, 2,t34.256. t 5.265.!74.A2 | ?,40?,631.76












3, l t7. ro
7 3,296.0 t














STAIEI{ENI SHOTING RECETPIS ANO OISSURSETEilIS FOR PERIOO JULY TT I98I




UNCOI-LECTEO IlOIJR VEHICLES LAST SETTLT.
ORI6INAL ASS€SSMENT
IOTAL I4OIOR VEHICLES BILLEO










MOIOR VEHTCLE TAX CIJI.L€CTICNS
AOVANCE I'tOBILE HOXE TAX COLIECTTCNS
EONDS SOLD
FIN€Sr LICENSES T FEES
SIAIE AI D
FFDERAL ATD
I \TEREST EAR NfD




TAXES ON HAI.IO LAST SE'ILEMENT




t 245.45t.s9 t 63L,27O.26 t 8761164.25
5r626,620.69 12,42t,11t.26 l8r0{9r733.95
2.954.988.st 5tO67t871.45 8r022r866'38
3' I r8.oo 3r I l8'oo
t42.526.52 814' 1t6.92 I' t56'643.{4
63 ' L7 3.26 63t Lf l'26100.56 100.56
t s,216$2t.95 r 18,935,377-89 t 2811721399.84
t t,238.4O2.1)
t 5)47C,4t4.96

































t 2.127.608.92 t 3' 36 6, C I 1.65










BONDS OUTSIANDING JULY I
8oNOS ISSUET)
TOTAL
t r,363,595-?0 3 2,:lt6'116.{4 t ,lt9.ll2.L4
| 4t12StC(O.OO 3 12r950r000.00 t l?r619'000.0C
I r6CCr000.0o 813 r000.00 2r {3]L000.0€
! 6'329'0Co.0O ! ttr?83rO00.00 i 20r112r000.0C
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ANDERSON COUNTY
STATEIIENT SHOIIING RECEIPTS At{0 0ISBUAS€flEillS FOR PERIOD JULY l. l98I




AEAIEI{ENTS ( EXCLUOING MOTOR VEHICLES}
I{OIOR VFH tCL E ABAI€I,IENIS
I,IOTOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO MOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 30)





PAID STArE pUSLIC SERVICE CCr{r{. ASSESS.
PAID COUNTY CLAIilS
PAID SCHOOL CLAIHS















EONDS STILL OUTSTANDING JUNE 30
IO'AL
f0f lt
a 314r7A3.52 t lA5t922.fZ t Ir100r706.24




















46 5,0 0 0. 00
57 0, | 46.25
664, 946.63
{r 5l lr (32.96
4.95O, tO5.25
t I?'0?7r288.16 t 49r580r5I2.08 3 661657r800.{4




t r,363,595.70 t 2rtt6)tt6.44 3 3,?39,t12.14
t 2?5r0C0.00 $ 1e0r000.00 t 4651000.00
6rC54r000.0O lfr5e3r000.0O 19164?r000.00
t 6.329r0C0.00 t I3r?83r000.00 t 2Orll2r0O0-00
70
BAMBERG COUNTY
sTAtEr,rENT SHOIING RECEIPIS ANo 0lSEURS€t{€t{rS FOR pERtOO JULY L l98l
IO JUNE IOr I962, INCLUDIhG EIIAI{GCS fOR PREVTO'S VEARS
----0€8lrs--
tax assfss{ENT5
UNCOLLECTFD HOTOR VEHICLES LAST 5ETTIE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSfiENT
rOTAL ilOTOR VEHICLES EILLED
assEssriENI-s.c. PUSLIc SERVICE CCr|{.
ADOI T IONAL ASSESSI,IFNIS
PENALTIES ASSESSED
iIOBILE HOTES RELOCAT ION
fotAt
TREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNT




XOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLL€CTIONS








rAX€S ON HINO I-ASI SEITLEI.|ENI
















243 .84 1.98 3 7 Lr 969.88
2{1.00
17 ,520.{4 26r l{8. f5
le' 190. l5 29.27t.13
294.f4 419.22
566r8?E.52 r L129,604.19 3 1,696i{82.1t








































103,65?.53 3 226'6t3.90 t t30,2 E l. +3
243'CCo.00 t 160,000.00 t ro3,000.00
243rC00.00 I 160,000.00 ! 403' 000.00
71
BAI'IBERG COUIITY
SIITEIEiII SI{OIING RECEIPTS ANO DISEURSETEilIS FOR PERIOO JUTY Tr I98I
TO JUNE 30' 1982' INCIUOIIIG BAI.ANCES FOE PREYIO.,S YEARS
----cRE0l I S--
TAX ASSESSXENTS
AEATEilENTS IEXCLUDING XOIOR VEHICL€SI J
ilOTON VEHICIE AEAI€IIENTS
I.IOTC& VEHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECIED IIOIOR VEHICLES IJUNE 3OI

































EONDS STILL OUTSTANDIiIG JUNI 30
TOrAt















103'667.53 t 226.6L3.90 | 330,28r.{3








243r000.00 3 160,000.00 I +03,000.00
72
BARNWELL COUNTY
STAIE{ENT SHOt{tN6 RECE|PTS rito DtSSUR5E|EIIS FOt pERtOD JUty t, l98l
TO JUNE 30r 1982, INCLUoIXG BILAI{C€S for PREVIqTS Y€^RS
-----0E I I rs---
TAX ASSESSMENTS
UNCOI.LECTED MOTOR VEHICLE S LAST SEITT€.
ORIGINAL ASSESSilENT
TOTAL IIOTOR VEHICLES BILI.EO
assEssitENT-s.c. PU8L tc SERVtCE ccrn.








i{OTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS








TAXES ON HANO LAS' S€T'LEIlENI






















421,894.19 ! 2,418,893.t0 t 2r8+0r787.59














3 1 ,882 ,6t8.96
a9 '426.21:11 3, ? 16.6 2













t 2rt47'974.92 3 10.760.422.08 i l2'908,39?.00
4 3.99?.4O







97, I 9 3.90
I +,2 52.96
?,8f7. 54
68,102.18 t 209.578.+6 | 27 7.64O.64
10r8c0.00 t t0t,092.9:t ! 11b692.93
lc,8c0.0o 3 t0l '092.93 t ll LE92.93
to
BARN}IELL COUNTY
STAI€I.IEiII SHOIJING RECETPTS ANO DISEURSEIEIiIS FOR PERIOD JUIY I. I9tI




ABAIE{ENTS I fXCLUOING MCTOR VEHICLFS'
MOTOR VEHICLE AEATE}IENTS
I{OIOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECT IONS
UNCOLL€CTED MOTOR VEHICLES IJUNE 30'
EX€CUIIONS TO DEL INQUENI TAX COLLECTOR
PRIOR AEATE{ENI5 (REFUNDS }
IO'AL
IRTASURERI S CASH ACCOUNT
0l S BUR S EM Er.lTS
PAID STATE PUBL IC SERVTCE CCHI{.
PATD COUNTY CLAIIlS
PAID SCHOOI- CLAIMS









421,894.19 t 2,418,893.40 t 2ta4Ot7A7.59
38.OA2.42t28,989.t6!6?1012.t8
































































10,800.00 3 r0l '092.93 ! tl 1.892.93
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BEAUFORT COUNTY
STATEIENI SHOIING RECEIPIS ANO OISSURSEIEI{IS FOR PERIOO JUTY I, I98I




U|{COLLECTFD I4CTOR VEIIICLES LASI SETTLF. I 48,I44.6I !
oRtGtilAL AssFsssENT 1 r926t4t3.32
TOTAL |{OTOR VEHICLES I ILIEo 3?7,031.05
ASSESSMENT-S.C. PUgLTC SERVICE CCxts. 28,774.OO








TOTAL t 8,?06,257.O3 t 8,876,+3?.{5 t L7t5A2t6e4.4A
TREASUR ER ' S CASH ACCoITNT
CASH BALANCE LAST SEITLE{€NT
CASH RECF IP IS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
OELTNOUENT TAX COLLECTIONS
ilOIOR VFHICLE TAX COLLECTICNS
BONDS SOLO







OEL TNOUENT TAX ACCOUNT
TAXES ON HAND LAS' SETILEMENI
DEL INQUENT TAXES FROIl TREAsURER
TOTAL
STATtIFNT 0F INDEBTF0t\ESS





342 | 97 2.OA


























lr 3 l0r 346' 78
t,146,29A.)l
t 22r44A,04L.A6 ! 40.259,985.09 J 62tlOOtO26.95
r l'05€'562.17 i 1r186r339.76 t 2124+.90t.91
644)421.54 966,64t.32 lr6rtr068.86
t l,?02,989.7r t 2t152,98I.08 
' 
\855t970.f9
r l5'269'CCo.00 3 ll':t50'000.00 ! 261619rJo0.00
I '0cc'0c0.00 8 r250r000.00 9'250'000.0o
t l6'269'000.00 ! t9,600'000.00 t 35'869'000.00
iD
JEAUFORT COUNTY
STAI€I{ENT SHO}IING RECEIPTS ANO OISEURS€TEXIS FOR PERIOD JUIY I, I98I
T0 JUN€ 30, 1982, INCLU0tt{G BlLAriCES FOR PREVt(lTS yEAnS
















ABATEI{FNIS I €XCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLES'
HOTOR VEHICLE ABATEIIENTS
qOTCR VFHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT IAX COLIECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO }IOIOR VEHICLES (JUIi€ 30}
EXECUTIONS TO DEIINQUENT IAX COLI,ECTOR
TOTAL










BOTIDS SIILL OUTSIANDING JUNE 30
TOTAL
t 8'?06,25?.03 t 8,876,{3?.45 t 17,582,69t.48
PAID SrArE PU8tIC SERVICE CCilr{. ASsESS. t 28.714.0O
PAID CoUNTY CLAIXS l4rl0tr?53.56
PAID SCHOOL CLAItrS
PAID SPECIAL SCHOOL CLATI,IS
PAlo BO{DS ?66rC00.00
PAID INTERESI 925T992.25
PAID AUNICIPAL CLAtflS tt29e.640.76
PAID TfISCELIANE0US 3.152.76
clsH B^LANCF JUNE 30, 1982 5,tt7.52l.5t
20,?33'883.08
| ,664.O52.62
l, t 15 
'000.00I r038 r 512.50
t,206.94
15,683,129.95
3 28, ? ?4.0O
t4' 101,753.56






2 t' 00 0, 8 58.48
1 22,440,041.96 3 {0,259,985.09 | 6217OOtO26-95
t t42.912.O4 t 619.344.t8 t 962,:tI6.26
76.541.rA 86,3le.87 t62t65A.25
tr2a3.474.25 tt447 tt22.O3 2'1t0.796.28
I l,?021989.t1. 1 2rt521981.08 t 3r855r910.79
r 16,269'000.00 i 19r600.000.0o t 35,8691000.00




SIATEI{ENT SHOTING RECETPTS AND OISSURSE'lEIITS FOR PERIOD JULY I, I98I




UNCOLLECTED MOTOR VEHICLES LAST SETTLF,
ORtGlilAL ASS€SSqEl!T
TOTAL qOTSR VEHICLES EILLEO
ASSESSMF\r-S.C. PUBLIC SFRVTCE CCfll.




CASH EALANCF LASI S€ITLE!ENT
CASH RECETPTS
CURRENT TAX COLLECT IONS
D€LINQUENT TAX COLLECTIONS
MOTOR VEHI CL E IAX CI]LLECT TCNS
SONDS SOL D






PAYI{ENTS IN I,IEU OF IAX
TRANSFER
IOTAL
DEL TNQUENT TAX ACCT)UNT
TAXES ON HAI{D LASI SETILEI,IENT









22,4 82. LA 49 | 121 .65 7 L 6 09. 83
t 4'lCl'348.74 g r2'?fI.757.18 t l618l3rtO5.92





2 ,3 33, 1 10. 34
I r319r0?7.47
25 2.53 | .09
r.785,0t2.54
L 94 S,00 0. ?5
163,940.73





22 ,4tL I too.42
4 r15t ,753.79
t82,453.96




5 L6t 5 25.22
1r3f6r303.53
2r 21 5t OOO.OO
51 9, 5t4. r4
24,764.41O.76
5t 6l Ot 81I.26
4i4,945.O5
lt la5t Ol 2-54
2,745.1O7.O8
L9 5,97 3.41








I 0, 0 00.00
8t1,695.45 t l,:t85,286.66 t 2rt97r982.12
STATEHENT OF INDEETEDNESS
NOTES OU'SIANCING JULY I
BONDS OUTSTANCIN6 JULY I
BONOS ISSUED
rOTAL
9c0,0c0-o0 r 3 900'000.00
lrsCC'000.0o 20'231.000.00 22rOflr0o0.00
l2'775ro00.00 I2r?75r000.00
t 2'?CCrC00.00 t 33r006r000.O0 t 35r?06r000.00
tl
]ERKELEY COUNTY
STATEI.IENT SHOIING REC€IPTs ANO DISSURSETEilIS FOR P€RIOD JULY I, I9EI




ASATEI{EI\TS I EXCLUDING IICTOR VEHICLES'
iIO'OR VEHICLE AEAIEHENTS
rO'OR VEHICTE IAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIITJNS
UNCOILECIEO HOTOR VEHICLES IJUNE 30I
EXECUTIONS TO DTLINQUENT TAX COLI.ECTOR
TOIAL
IREASURERI S CASh 
^CCOUNT
OISSURS EiI€NTS






PAIO STATE PUELtC SERVICE CCI4M, ASsE55. a 5.C15.00 t 3 5,0t5.00
PAID COUNTY CLAIMS 8,4C7,123.80 8r{071123.80
PAID 5CH00L CLATMS 39,134,845.80 39,134,845.80
NOTFS 9C0'000.O0 900'000.00patD BoNos 215,000.00 I '013'000.00 rr228r000.00PAID TNTEREST 177r12t.75 11220,954.04 b39at2f5.t9
PAID r,tuNICtPAL CLAIITS t,?86,r68.!9 r't86'?68.t9
PAID TiISCELLAN€OUS 598'055.86 598'055.86
PAto REFUNoS 100.42 33,568.28 331668.10
cAsH BALANC€ JUNE 30r 1982 Lt621t't14.19 1r947r187.82 
'5111962.21
t 4,101'348.74 t 12r731r757.18 t 1618331105.92




















811,695.46 t 1.386'286.66 a 2,t97,942-t2
! 90Cr0C0.00 t 2r275rO00.00 ! }1751000.00
215,000.00 1,013,000.00 1r228r000.00
1r58510C0.00 29r?18r000.0O 3tr303100O.00
t 2,?0c,000.00 t 33,006'000.00 3 35r?o6r000.00
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CALHOUN COUNTY
STATEflENT SHOIING RECEIPTS ANO O!58URSEfiEIiIS FOR PERIOO JULY Ir I98I









5, I 3 1.03




UiICOLLECTED IIOTOR VEHICLES LAST S€TTLE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSIYENT
IOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES EILLEO
ASSESSMENT-S.C. PUBL IC SERVICE CCPH.
AODIIIONAL ASSESSMENIS
PENALTIES ASSESSED
TAXES PAIO UNDER PROTESI
TOTAL
IREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNI
CASH EALANCE LAST SETTLEUENT
CASH RECETP'S
CURR€NI'AX COLLECTIONS
DEL INQU€NT TAX COLLECTII]NS
IIOIOR V€HICLE TAX COLLECIICNS
ADVANCE {O8ILE HOTE TAX COLLECTICNS
EORROHED I{ONEY
80NDS SOL0




tlUNI CIPAT COLLECT TONS
T.IISCELIANEOUS
TOTAL
OEL INQUENI TAX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HANO IAST SEITLEMEi.IT
D€LINQUENI TAXES FROI TREASLRER
TOTAL
5TATEI.IFNT OF INDEETEDNESS




2t ro2L.75 t +O.s?t.25
L 





824,OA1.21 a 2,161t613.4r t 2,9E3,694.70




















2 .49r ,697 .9L















t 2,49?,309.1t a 11,546.762.26 t 16rO44r071.43











t 1r500r000.00 t t,690,r80.o0
t 
' 
858 ,595. O0 lr 8581 595.00
4'?50,000.00 5,250,000.00
69C,480.O0 ! 8,I08,595.00 t 8,799,075.00
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CALHOUN COUI{TY
STATEilENT SHOIII{G RECEIPTS ANO DISSURS€IIE'{TS FON P€RIOD JUIY I, IgEr




ABATEIlENTS I EXCI-IJDTNG fiO'OR VEHICLES'
I{OIOR VEHTCL E ABATEIIENTS
qOTOR VFHlCLE TAX COLLECIIONS
CURRENT IAX COI-L€CTIONS
UNCOLLECTED BOIOR VEHTCL€S ( JUNE 3OI
EXECUTIONS IO DEL INQUENI IAX COLLECTON
I,IOBIL€ HOITE TAXES
A DJU STtrE NT
TOIAI-
TREASUR ER ! S CASH ACCOUNT
DISSURSEMENTS
TO'IL







696.94 ?+0.40 lr 4t?.f4
( I' t92.061 827.0e 1t64.971
PAID STATE ?U8LIC SERVICE
PAID COUNTY CLAI(S
PAIO SCHOOL CLAII{S




CASH EATANCE JUNE 30, I982
TOIA L
NOT€S PAI O
NOTES SIILL OUTSTANDING JUNE
EONDS STILL OUTSTANDING JUTlE
rOIAL














































t 242,000.00 | 2Ee,920.oo
3,lt6'595.00 3' 259' 155.00
4,750'000.00 51250r000.00
690,+80.00 t 8r1O81595.00 3 8r?99rO75.00
80
CHARLESTON COUNTY
SIAIEI{ENT SHOllING RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEI€II'S fOR PERIOO JULY I, I98I




UNCOLLECIED MO'OR VEHICLES LAST SETTLE.
ORICINAL ASSESSTENT
TOTAL HNIOR VEHICLES BTLLFD





TREASURERT S CASH ACCOI,JNT
CASH BALANCE LAST SEITLEfrENI
CASH RECE TPIS
CURRENT TAX COLI€CIIONS
D€L INQUFI.II TAX COLLTCTIONS
I{OTOR VEHICL E TAX COLTEC'IONS
AOVANCE flOBI LE HOIIE TAX COLLECI ITNS
BORROIIED MOI{EY
BONOS SOLD










TAXES OiI HANO LAST 5EI'LEHENT
DEIINQUENT TAXES FROf, TR€ASURER
TOTAL
SIAlEI{EiIT OF INDESTEDNESS












t 5c,144.2t3.62 t ll'294,751.76 3 82r03Er997.38
t 35.355r418.79
t 22,98t.A67.49


































t 20,905,466.78 t 56.260,945.57
t123,426,364.06 !145"87,032.02 t269,013,396-08
, 6,012,225.17 t 5r367r09r.16 t ll't39'316.33
1.L22,598.12 1r921r506.76 5'0+4'10{.88
t 9r194r823.29 t 7r2aa.597.92 3 1614831421.21
! 46,859rCC0.00 t 37,790,000.00 t 84,649,J00.00
41450'000.00 4r450r0o0.00
1r020r060.00 20,500,o00.o0 21,520,000.00
t 52,329,000.00 3 58,290,000.OO tlto,6t9,000-o0
8l
CHARLESTON COUNTY
srATEtt€NT StorIt|c RECEIPtS At{0 0lSSURSEi€ilrS FOR PERIOD JULr I, l98l
TO JUr.tE 30, 1982, rNCLUol16 ElLAI{C€S FOR PRCVIOUS YEARS








I I r ?35.00
r0I lt
TAX ASSESSTENTS
ASATEilENTS ( EXCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLESI
HOIOR VEHICL E A8A'EI{ENTS
HOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLL€CTED XOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3OI
EXECU'IONS TO DELINQUENI IAX COLLECTOR
sc PuBr-tc sERvtcE col'rHIssIcN
TOTA L
TR€ASURER' S CASH ACCOUTII


















BONDS STILL OUISTANOIIIC JUNE ]O
IOIAL
I lr487r3?i!.05 t 3t55tt919.41















35r358rOf8.19 32 ra89 '693. t3 67r847.711.12
a 213471242.21 | lr350r9?8.26 J 3c59at220.+7
626t751.17 386 r007.73 IrOl2r7lO.90
6.220r817.91 5r551. 16ll.93 LL.ff2.129.41
t 9rI941823.29 a 7r2AA.597.92 3 t61683r(21.2I
t 52r329r000.00 t 58r290r0O0-00,110,61.91000.00
t {145010.00.00 t t 4r45Or0OO.00




S'ATEIENT S}OIING R€CEIPTS AI{D DISSURSEI.IENIS FOR PERIOD JULV Ir I98I












UNCOLLECTEO I{OTOR VEHICLES LASI SETTLE.
ORICINAL ASSESSI{€NT
IOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES BILLEO





IREASURERI S CASH ACCOIJNT




HOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS
ADVAACF I{O8ILE HT}i,IE IAX COLLECI ICNS
8oND5 SOLO
F litEsr L tcE\s€s c FEEs
STAIE AIO
FEDERAL A I D
tilIEREST EARNEO
HUNICIPAL COIL€CTIONS
11 ISC ELLANEOU S
IOTAL
DEL TNOUENI ]AX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HANO LASI SETTLEilEN'
DEI INOUEIIT IAXES FRT]I{ TREASURER
rOTAL
STATEI{ENT OF INDEBIEONESS
NOIES OUTSTANOING JULY I
sONOS OUTSTANCING JULY I
80N0s tssuE0
IOTAL
t 205.r22.25 | 269'298.83
5rll6r266.6l 6t565t672.14
1.O55.554.72 L369r816.16




t 1,888,673.41 t 6,56A,957-A2 3 8,a57,631.23
t t,653,?79.19 t 4,488,582.89 ! 6tL12t362.Oa
t 1,435'117.00
2 2,1 40. 04
2791967.06
63?.88



























r 3, 396,56 8.74
365,359. t5
?68,390. {7
25 4,a 7 0- 8a
296.9r9.74








t6 l' 75 7.32
13t,594.81a44t.67a.2tt575,2ft.08
| 4,300'000.00 t 4' 300,000.o0
{5,000.00 3r760ro00.o0 3r805r000.00
4'300'000.00 r'300.000.00
45,000.oo t t2'360'000.00 3 12,t05,000.00
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CHEROKEE COUNTY
STAIENEilT SHOTING RECEIPTS ANO DISEURSEi€IiIS FOR PERIOI, JULY I' !98I








3 5, 7 f0.35
I38,652.00 t 177,980.02
l07r80I.3l 14015E8.9?






ABATEMENTS I EXCLUDING HOTOR VEHICLES)
qOTOR VEHICL€ ABATEMENTS
qOIOR VFHICLE TAX COLLECTTCNS
CURCEIIT TAX COLLECT IONS
UNCOLLECTED HOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3O'
EXECUTIO\S IO DEL INQUENT IAX COLIFCTOR
IOTA L
IREASUNERI S CASH ACCOUNT
DISSUR S EMENIS








IiIOUSIRI AL AAAT E!{ENI S
CASH BALANCF JUiiE 3O' I982
TOIAL
DEL TNQUENI IAX ACCOUNI
PAID COUNTY IREASURER
NULLA EONAS
OELINQU€NI IAXES ON HAND JUNE 3C' I982
'OTAL
t L888r673.41 3 6.568,957.82 t A,457,631-2)
t 61280.00 t
3,1c6,6C9.37



























t e,c6a.o84.72 t 21.1901259.62 3 33'858'34{.34











BONDS PA I J)
B0N0S ST ILL 0UTSTANDING JUt\E 30
IOTAL
131r594.8ta441.618.27t575.27t.08
| 4r300r000.00 t 4rlo0rc00.00
45,000.O0 375,O00.00 420'000.00
7,685,O00.00 ?r685r000.00
45'000.00 t l2 r360r000.00 ! 12r405r000.00
84
CHESTER COUi{TY
STATEIT€I{T SHOTIIG RECEIPIS ANO OISBURSE'{EIiIS FOR PERIOO JULY I, IgEI















UI{COLLECIED IiOTOR VEHICIES LAST SEIIL€.
ORIG INAL ASS ESSIIEiIT
rOTAL }IOTOR VEHICLES BILLEO
assEssnENT-s.c. puBLtc sERvlcE ccil[.
ADOI T IONAL ASSESSI{ENTS
PENALTIES ASSESSED
rOTAL
TREASUR€R' S CASH ACCOI"NI
CASH BALANCF LASI SEITLEI,TENT
CASH RECEIPTS
CURRENI TAX COLLECTIONS
DEI. II{QUENT TAX COLLECTIONS
IOTOR VEHICLE IAX CO|-LECIIONS
6ORROI{EO HONEY









TAX€S ON HAttD tASI SETILEIIENI
DEL INQU€I1I TAX€S FROIiI TREASIF,€R
TOI AL
STATEitENI Of INOEEIEONESS
t{OTES OUTS'ANOING JULY I
EONOS OUTSTANOING JULY I
TOTAL
t 156'084.13 t 22t,290.56
3'059,090.83 4,264,1A4.A9
675 1962.A4 965r989.O7
6r ? 08. OO
7t,689. t8 I05,83!.7?
t{,689.90 20,60f.61
t lr6c?r596.84 t :t,97r,5r7.08 t 5,5a5.2Lt.92
t2l't58.30 | 1,896,364.56 a 2.2t7.522.a6




3 93, 1 54.38
934,431.8E
64,7 1 0.A2










65 5. +f l. 99
t22, 000.00
19 3r I 5t.38











122,CCO.00 $ r 122,000.0055C'0C0.00 5r106,000-0o 5,656,000.00
672,00O.00 r 5,106,000.00 I 5,7?8,000.00
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CHESTER COUI{TY
SlAt€ll€l{t St{]lltNG RECEIPIS ANO OISBURSEiEIiTS FOR PERIOO JULY It l98l
ro JUNE 30, 1982, lt{CLUoIl{G EltlNCES FOR PREVI(ruS Y€^RS
----cREDIr S----
ccuxrY

















ABAIEHENIS ( EXCLUDING I{'JIOR vEHICLES}
MOTOA VEHICI- E ABAT€I{ENTS
I{OIOR VEHICL€ TAX CIJTLECTICI'IS
CURRENT'AX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO I{OTOR VEIiICLES (JUNE 30}
EXECUIIONS TO OELINQUEN' TAX COILFCIOR












PAID FIRE OI STRICT CLAIITS




































2,56 0,20 5. t7







NOTES STILL OUTS'ANDI{G JUNE










6?2,C00.00 r 5 
'106 '000.00 | 5r ??aro00.o0
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CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
SIAI€I{Et{T SHOiING RECEIPIS ANO DISEUNSETEIITS FOR P€RIOD JULY I, 196I
IO JUNE 30' I982, INCLUDIftG SAIANC€S FOR PREVIOUS YEARS
----cE8 | rs---
fAX ASSESSMENIS
UNCOI.LECTEO IlOTOR VEHICL€5 LAST SETTTE.
ORIGINAL ASSESS{ENT
TOTAL IOIOR VEHICLES BILLED
ASSESSTTFNT-5.C. PrJtsLtC SERVICE CCltrlt.
AODt T TONAL ASSESSHEI\I5
PENALTIES ASS€5SEO
TOIA L
TREASUNERI S CASH ACCO{,JNT
CASH 3AL ANCF LASI SETTLECENT
CASH RFCEIPTS
CURRENI TAX COLLECTIONS
DEL INCUEN' I AX COLLECT tCNS
MOTOR VEHICL E TAX COLLECTICNS







IRANSFER OF OEEI SERVICE
IOTAL
OEL INQUENT IAX ACCOUNI
TAXES O\ HAND LAST SETTLEilENT





NOIES OUTSTANCING JULY I
















r 1,852'777.90 t 4,466,133.0+ t 6,:tl8.9t0.9r













9 ,614 t 242.90
| ,o4t | 352.5t
451 rA34.79
59f,9t 1.91




)l 5t a85.7 )
t0.t7a'633.{j
l. 04 1.t52.5'.





















3 l'868,000.o0 | 4,025,000.00 t 5r893r000.0(
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CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
STAIEHENT SHOIING RECEIPTS AND OISEURS€II€'.IIS FOR PEN,IOO JULY I, I98I




ABAIEMENIS ( EXCLUOING IlOIOR V€HICLESI
14OIOF VCHICL € ABATEI.lENTS
I{OTOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT TAX COLLECT IIINS
UNCOLLECTEO I4OTOR VEHICLES IJUN€ 30}






PAIO STATE PUBLIC SERVICE CCHil. ASSE SS.
PAID COUNTY CLAIMS
PAID SCHOOL CLAItrS
PAID SP€CTAL SCHOOL CLAII{S
PAIO EONDS
PAID INTEREST
PAID tlUN ICIPAL CLAIIIS
PAID I,IISC€LLANEOUS
TRANSFER OF EONO
IRANSFER OF D€8! S€RV ICE









BONOS STILL OUTSTANOIN6 JUNE 3O
'O'AL










































r .t'868,000.00 t {,025,000.00 t 5,893.000.00
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cLAREtiDott c0utiTt
STATEITENT SHO|ING RECEIPTS ANO DISEIIRSEIiEXTS FOR PERIOD JUI-V I' I98I




UNCOLL€CTEO I4OTOR VEHICLES IAST
ORIGINAL ASSESSI{ENT
rOTAL TOTOR VEHICLES EILLED
ASSESSI{FNT-S.C. PUBLTC SERVICE



















E04r2E2.59 ! t r586r660.54 t 2.190.9+t.t3




IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTTONS
AOVANCE I.tOSILE HOIIE TAX COLIECIICNS
BORRO}IEO IIONEY








TAXES ON HAI.IO LASI SE'TLEMENT
OELINQUENI TAXES FROM TREASURER
rOTAL
STATEIlENT OF INDEBT€DNESS
NOTES OU'SIANCING JULY I









I r C90r 04{. 33































g 2,6t2.365.24 t a 216L2.165.2a
89
CLAREIIDOT{ COUI{TY
SIATE|{ENT SHOTI{G RECEIPTS ANO OISSURSET€IIS FOR PERTOD JUL' I, IgET
TO JUI{E 
'0, 




ABATE{EiITS (EXCLUDING I,IOTOR VEHICLESI




uNcottEcTEt, lrol0R vEHtcLEs tJUNE 301


























806'394.09 t 1,584,549.0r t 2139O,943.1:t
OISBURSEI,IENTS


































300'8t0.59 3 loo' 8? o.59
NOTES SIILL OUTSIANOING JUNE




1 ,24 1, 500.00
805.f 28.41
3 537,+00.00
2'r. f t6- 87
L 24lr 50O.OO
80 5, 728. {l
30
30
a 2.6L2.t65.2a t t 2'6t2r165.28
90
COLLETON COUNTY
STAIEIIENT SHOXING RECETPIS ANO DISEURSEIENIS FOR PERIOO JULY I. I98I











UI'ICOLLECTED ITOTOR VEHICL!S L^ST S€TILE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSI'ENT
IOTAL HOIOR VEHICLES BILLEO




TRFASUR€RI 5 CASH ACCOUNT







ADVAIlCE HOETIE HOME TAX COLLECTTCNS









TAXES ON HANO LAST SEITLETENT
OEI- INQUENT T AX€S FROII TREASURER
I OTAL
STATE'.IENI OF INOEETEDNESS





1.0 8 6. ?2
20.831.77 157,029.16
3,869.30 29,158.3I
I Lr34Sr693.2t J tt655.tt2.2t t 5r005r005.46












































255'0C0.00 t 8,640,000.00 t 8,E95,000.00
255,0C0.00 t 8,610.000.00 t 8,895,000.0o
9I
COLLETON COUNTY
SIATEIIEilT SHO}IING R€C€TPIS AND DISETIRSEIIE'{IS FOR PERIOD JULY I, t9OI
TO JUt{E 30r 1982' IICLUott{G SlLAi{CES FOR PREVI(ruS y€ARS
---cRED tls---
couNtY
TAX ASS €S S{ENIS
AEAIFI{ENTS ( EXCLUOING I{OTOR VEHICLESI
MOIOR VEHICL E AEAIEffENTS
MOTOR VEHICL€ TAX COLLEC'ICNS
CURRENT IAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTET' XOTOR VEHICLES IJUNE 
'OITXECUTIONS TO DELINQU€NT IAX COLL€CTOR
R EFUNOS
'OTAL
TRFASURERI S CASh ACCOUNI
DISgURS EI{ENIS
PAID STATE PUELIC SERVICE COH11. ASSISS.
PAID COUNTY CLAII,IS
PAID SCHOOL CLAIMS
PAID SPECIAL SCHOOL CLAII.IS
PAIO 8Oi]DS
PAI D II'IT EREST
PAIO HUNTCIPAL CLAIIqS
PAID MISCFLLANEOUS




















13ar 95 8. ? I
!2$191.27
| ?,68 1.691
a t.349.65t.2t t 3,655.t12.23 t 5,O05,005.46



























!f t 5f O.65
606' EE9.+O
TOTAT 744,O54.95 a 58 r862. 16 3 8+2'91?. tl
STATEI{ENI OF INDESTEONESS
BONDS P'IO




255,000.00 t 8,640,000.0O t 8,895,000.O0
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DARLII{GTON COUNTY
STATEilENT SK)|ING RECEIPTS A'{O DISEURSEXENIS FOR PERIOO JULY I' I9EI
lO JUNE 30r t982r ltrCLUOll{G EA|AI{CES FOR Pr€Vl(ruS YEARS






TOTAL I4OTOR VEHICLES BILLFO


















DEI- INQUENT TAX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HANO LASI sETTLEI{EN'




NOI€S TruTSIANOING JULY I






3 C9r 705. 19
4 t,6 13. 66
26t172.95
r0arL





t 2t496eA5O.5O $ 8r92{r160.01 t llr42l'OlO.5l
669r6€I.33 t 1,930,859.53 3 215O0r5{0.86
i I r87?r 532.07
94r754.t5
299.342.44
42 L. O 76.27
I r69t,t29.92
I L2 t 625.O5
lr4t3rl13.jll
9 22 | 55 1.39
J 7 tO74t67'1.51
27t , I 13.5t
860,407.66
I r400r0oo.o0










l, 4r t, I 73.31
l. 889, 82 5.74









332.613.53 t lr07?r40{.45 5 lr4tor0l7.98
t 1,300,o00.00 3 L3001000.00
4rl00r000.OO 4.l00r000.OO
1.400'oo0.o0 L4001000.00
$ 6.800r000.OO 3 61 80Or0OO-O0
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DARLIIIGTOi{ COUNTY
sTAlEr,rEnT SHOtttic R€CErPTS Al{D 0tSEuRS€trEtrls FoR pERIoo Jury L l98l
ro JUN€ 30, 1982, il{Cr-UDIf,tG SrLtltCtS fOR PREVt(US YEARS
----cRCD I I S----
TAX ASS ESSMENTS
AEArE{€NrS ( EXC|-U0ING r4oroR v€HtCLESt
I,IOTOR VETIICL E ABATEIlENTS
r.{oI0R vEHlct-E tAX c0LL€crt0ts
CURRENT IAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLLECTEO TTOIOR VEHICLES (JUNE 30'
EX€CU'IONS IO D€LINQUENI IAX CCLI-ECIOR
t0tA t-
IREASURER'S CASH ACCOINI
OI S 8UR S EI{ ENI S
PAIO COUNIY CLAIIlS
PAID SCHOOL CLAII{S








































I lo.0 I 8.28
2, 1t6r 53{.05




















332.6t3.5t a 1.0??,40{.+5 | t,4lo,olt.98
NOTES STILL OUTSIANDING JUI{E








3 ,300,000.00 3, l00r ooG oo
30
t 6,80oroo0.0o t 6,8oo,ooo.00
94
DILLON COUNTY
Srrl€HENI SHOfING RECEIPfS ANO DISBURSEIIEfIIS FOR PERIOD JULY lr llEl
lo JUNE 30' 1982r INCLUDIIiG 8rIAa{CES FOR PREVI(xTS YEARS
---0E81ls_--
TAX ASSESSIl€NTS
UNCOLLECT€D ilOT9R V€HICLES LAST SETTLT.
ORIGINAL ASSESSXENT
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICIES StTLEO






CASH EALANCE LAST SETTLEiIENT
CASH RECEIPTS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
O€LINQUENT I AX COLLECTIONS
I{OTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS




IlUNIC IPAL COLLECT IONS
M I SC ELLANEOUS
rO'AL
OFLINQUENI IAX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HAND LASI SEITLE!.IENT
DEL INQUENT IAXES FROI{ TREASURER
SUPPLEHENTS
EXECUTIONS
sc EliP. sEc. col{l{.
TOTAL
STATE!.IENT OF INDEBTEONESS
NOTES OUTSIANCIN6 JULY I













165.25a.O6 t 2,471,216.49 | 3t242t5!+.55






















78' 545. I 8
554. Lt9.A5
469, O8 8.89




























50.0co.00 t 1r193r600.00 3 1r243r600.o0
95
DILLON COUNTY
STAT€ilENT SHOI{ING RECETPTS AilO OISEURSEI,IEfiTS FOR PERIOO JUIY I, I98I
TO JUI{E 30, I982, INCLUDIIIG EII.ANCES FOR PREVI(US YEARS
---cR E0 t lF---
TAX ASSESSTENTS
ABAIEqENTS I EXCLUDI\G MJIOR VEHICLES'
IlOIOR VEHICLE ABATEIENTS
qOTOR VFHICTE TAX COLLECTICNS
CURREIII TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED MOTOR VEHICLES ( JUNE 30I



















DELIITISUENT TAXES ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982


































6 t' 9 {0.41
33,09?. ?9
765.258.06 t 2'477.276.49 t ?.242.5t4-55
t1,989,246.12r!t,989,246.72
t4,239,491.0t l{,239,+91.01
79.200.OO 79,200.0025,000.00 100,000.00 l25,ooo.oo1,6c0.00 6t,199.O2 65,399.02
t93,5C9.90 193,509.90727.916.50 731.916.50
473,6t3.9A 2,265.571.65 2.759,t85.a3

















88,O20.65 3 122,O2t.OA t {I 0, 0{ 3.73
NOTES SIILL OUTSTANDINC JUNE


















5C,0C0.00 3 I,193,600.00 | tr241tr600.00
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DORCHESTER COUNTY
STAIE}IENT SHOIING RECEIPTS AND DTSEURSETCiilS FOR PERIOD JULY I' I98I

















I.IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
AOVANCE IOBILE HOt{E TAX COLL€CIICNS
80RROr,rE0 l.!oNEY
BONoS S0lD










rAXES Oil HAND LASI SEITLEMCNT
















































2r 29 91 36 0.5O
5f 5.261.27











t63.O34.02 t lrl15r659.8l t L4?81693.83
t I 'rr5r0C0.0{, t lt r050.000.00 3 r2'96tr000.00t r9c0ro00.oo l'900'000.00
214851100.00 2r+8tr100.00
TOTAL | 6r3C0rlC0.00 ! 11.05O.O00.0O 3 171350r100.O0
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DORCHESTER COUNTY
sTlf€llEr{T sHoytl{6 REcEtpTs lxo 0tsSuRsEtENls FoR pERIoo JULY lr lrsl




ABAIEI{€NTS ( EXCLUOING MOIOR VEHICLESI
I{OTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLI.ECIIONS
UI€OLLECTEO NOTOR V€HICLES (JUN€ 30'




PAID STArE PUELIC SERVICE CCr.!fi. ASS€SS.
PAID COUNTY CLAII.I5
PAID SCHOOI CLAI14S




TRANSF€RS FROII REVENUE SHAFING
AOVANCES IIAOE FOR SEIER FUND

















































NOTES STILI OUTSIANDIN6 JUiiE
BONOS STILL OUI5TANOIIlG JUNE
IOT AL
30





t 6r3C0rl00.O0 | rtrO5OrOO0.00 t l?r3i0rlOO.O0
98
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
SrAfEIENI SHOYTNG RECEIPIS Al{D DTSBURS€xENfS fOR P€RI(n) JULY lo l9El
TO JUNE 30r I9E2, TNCLUOIIIG SrtlNCES FOR PREYI(US Y€ARS
----0E 8l l s---
rax ASsEssr.tENls
UryCOLLECT€O fiOTOR VEHTCLES LASI SEITLE.
ORIGINAL ASSESST€NT
TOIAL I.IOTIJR VEHICLES BTLLED








I4OTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIIONS







OEL TNCUENI TAX ACCOUNT
'AXES 
OI.I HANO LASI SETILEIENT

















2,a2O.24 t, ?o0. {3
















20 r 005. E0
I tr 3621 05?. E5
l32r 67 5. 96
4l 4. I 54. {9
3l{r018.76

















1c8,838.5? J 19t.497.24 a !02r135.81
8 3 0,0c0.00 t 460'000.00 $ 1,290,000.o0
830'000.00 t 4601000.00 3 L29Or0OO.OO
99
EDGEFIELD COUI{TY
STATET{ENT SHOI{TNG RECEIPTS ANO OISEURSEIEITIS FOR P€RIOD JUIY I' I98I
TO JUNE 3Or I982' INCLUOING SALANCES FOR PREVIOJS YEARS
---cRE0l I s-
rAX ASSESSMENIS
ABATF{ENTS { EXCLUOING MCTOR VEHICLES'
ilOIOR VEHICL E ABATEI{ENTS
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECT ICNS
CURR€NT TAX COLLFCIIONS
UNCOI-TECTED I{OTOR VEHICLFS (JUNE 30I
€XECUTIONS TO OEL INQUEN' TAX COLLECTOR
ADJUSTMENT
TOTAL
TREASURER' S CASH ACCOLNT
DISSURS€HENIS
PAID COUNIY CLAIMS
PAtO SPECIAL SCHOOL CLAII{5
PAID EONOS
PAID INTEREST
PATO {UNI CTPAL CLAIilS
PAID I{ISCELLANEOUS
IRANSFERS
CASH EALANC€ JUNE 3Or 1982
fOTAL
DELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNT
PAI O COIjNTY 
'REASURERNULLA BONAS
OTHER CORRFC T IONS





























































75,000.00 t t lo,8:t7.08
385r000.00 |. l?9,162.92
83C,000.00 a 460'000.00 t 1,290'000.00
100
FAIRFIELD COUI{TY
STATEH€NI SHOgING RECEIPTS AND OISBTIRSEI.IEI{IS FOR PERTOO JUTY T' I9EI
to JUNE 30' 1982' lncluolnG 8lt^lcEs for PR€vlous YEARS
---0€8 trs---
TAX ASSESSMEN'S
UNCOLLECTE' I,ICTOR VEHICLES IASI SFTTLE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSilENI
rOTAL NOTOR VEHTCLES 9ILI.ED




TREASURTR' S CASX ACCOLNT
CASs EALANCF LAST S€TYLEqE{T
CASH RECE IPIS
CURRENT IAX COLLECT IONS
OELINQUENT TAX COLLECIIONS
I.IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIICNS
ADVANCE r,loBtLE H0sF TAx C0LtECTtCtiS
BORROIIED {Oi]EY
80N0s solD








rAX€S ON HANO LASI SEITLEI{€NT














1 8,2 39 .68
scHool
{9.71{.6{ t











I lr68lr814.00 t 2,451'91t.64 3 4rr33r?45.64
























































826.511.25 t 600r000.00 t 1r+26.51t.25
t0r
FAIRFIELD COUI{TY
STATEilEt{t SHOTII{G RECEIPIS ANo 0ISEURSEI'l€ilrS FOR PERIOD JttY L 19€l
TO JUNE 30, 1982. INCLUDIXG SIIINCES FOR PREVT(U5 YEARS
----cREOI rS----
IAX ASS€SSilENTS
AEAIEI{ENTS I EXCLUOING HOIOR VEHICLFS I
ilOTOR VFHICL E AEAIEMENTS
iIOTOR VFIIICL€ TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLLECTED MOTI]R VEHICLES (JU\E 30I




























3 2, t C8.20
214 | 7 42.54
1,2?4'lt0.09
5l,53s.?3
72 | 29 8-f4
e0.31







I 1,681,814.00 t 2.45t,gtt.64 t 4,133,7+t.64




















t 5.L55,tto.3f 3 rl,280,972.28 r 16,436.302.65
7t,9t2.47
6,707.9t






I 8t,911. l0 a 17l,599.56 t t5t,51o.66




426.5tt.25 t 600'o00.00 | Lt426t537.25
FLORE}ICE COUNTY
STATEIIEilT SHOTINC RECEIPTS ANO OISEURSETET.TS fOR PERIOD JULY I, I98I
TO JUNE 3OI I982, INCLUOIT{G SAI.ANCES FOR PR€YIOJS YEARS
IAX ASS E5S[ENTS
UNCOLLECI€O ilOTOR VEHICTES LAST SEIII.E.
ORIGINAL ASSESSI{ENT
TOTAL ltOTOR VEHICLES BILLED









I,IOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLIECTIONS
ADVANCE I4OBIL€ HOIIE TAX COTLECTICNS
80N0s soL0
FINES' LICEiISES E FEES
STATE AI D
INTEREST EARNED
IIUNI CIPAL COLLECT IONS
H I SC ELLAN EOU S
rOTA L
D€LINQUENT TAX ACCOUNT
r XES ON HAI.IO LASI SETTLEIIENT
OELINQUENT TAXES FROtr TREASURER
IOTA L
SIATEIIENT OF INOEBTED}IESS
NOIES O.TSTANDING JULY I
















t 5,305'5r1.00 ! ll 'l12'o79.00 5 l6,rltr592.o0




















at .522. LO7 .OO
58t,721.00
53 ,6l 1.00










8 I 8,69 1.00





555,161.00 ! t,363,936.00 3 21019r09?.O0
! t 422,8?0.00 a 422.6fO.0O
3,200,000.0{, 16,142,000.00 191342,000.00
{00,000.00 6,925,o00.00 7,325,000.00
! 3,600,0c0.00 3 2f,489,8r0.oo 3 2?,069,810.00
r03
FLORENCE COUI{TY
STATET{ENT SHOttNG RECEIPTS ANO 0ISBURSEIIEI{It FOR PCRIOD JULY I' l98l
TO JUNE 3Or 1982r TNCLUDING SlLtllCES FOR PIEVI(I,S Y€^RS
----cRE0t ls---
TAX ASSESSI{ENTS
ASATEITENTS (EXCLUOTN6 XT]TOR VTHICLESI
MOTOR VEHICLE AOATEHENTS
{OTCR VEHICL€ TAX COLLECTICNS
CTJRRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED iIOIOR VEHICL€S (JUNE 30)
















2 3 8,0 53.00
( 590.00,
164.493.OO 3 lrll8r855.00





t I rt40.001 l210:10-OOl
I tr305r513.00 t llrIl2r079.00 3 l614l?r592.00




?0 I r 884.00
3.'1451424.00









! 7, 23 l, 504. O0
L 082r I 54. 00
l. 350,38 2.00
?0 L 884.00
5r OO61 99 1.00
9' 88 E' 2 r 2.00
PAID IIUNICIPAL CLAIM5
PAID NISC€I.LANEOUS
CASH BALANCF JUN€ 30r I982
TOTAL
NOTES SIITL OUISTANDIN6 JUN€
BONDS STII-L OUTSTANOING JUNE
TOIAL




DELINQUENT TAXES ON HAND JUNE 30' 1982
TOTAL
STATEIENI OF INDEOIEDNESS










655,161.0O 3 1.363'935.OO t 2r019r097.0O
3 118r854.00 t 118.05{.o0
290r000.00 6?4rO00.OO 964'00O.00
2?9,016.O0 2t9,016.00
3r3IOrOCO.OO 22 r4t8 r00O.0O 25' t28,OOO.0O
! 3.60O,OCO.OO 3 2jtr489r8?O.00 3 2'h089r870.00
I04
GEOR6ETOI{N COUNTY
SIATEr|ENT S}OYINg RECEIPTS ANO OTSSURS€IIENIS FOR PERIOO





UNCOLIECTEO MOIOR VfHICLES LAST SETTL€.
ORI6INAL ASSESSqENI
IOIAL IIOTOR VEHICLES BILLED




TREASUFERI 5 CASH ACCOT]I!T




HOTOR VFHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS
EONDS SOLD





M I SC EL LAN€OU S
rOTA L
OELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNT
TAXES ON HAND LAST 5ETTLEMENT
OELINQUFNT T IXES FROM TREASTiRER
TOTAL
ST TEHFNI OF II'IDEETEONESS
NOIES OUTST^NDING JULY I


















t 2,16C.822.51 t 6,268,4O3.14 t 9,029.225.65


























204, +03. I I
2' 5t 5r I I 5.86
t ?,68C,7{7.76 t 22.225.t60.9A a 29,905,90a.74
274,839-a2 t











t 1200 'o00.00 3r 4001 000.003t6,950.00
t 1,575,950.00 t 3,245r000.00 | 4r82tr950.0O
r05
GEORGETOI{N COUNTY
STAT€IENT SHOIJII{G RECEIPTS AND OISSURS€IICITS FOR PERIOD JULV I, I98I
lo JUNE 30, 1962, !NCLUotlc Ettlf{Cfs FOR pr.EVlOrS VEARS
---cR E0l l5--_
TAX ASSESSIIENTS
ABAT EHENIS I EXCLUD I NG IlOTOR VEH tCL€S I
XOTOR VEHICI. E ABATEI.lENTS
I{OTOR VEHICL€ TAX COLLECTICNS
CURR€NT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED ffOTAR VEHICLES (JUN€ 30I
EXECUTIOI.IS IO OELINQUENT TAX COI.I-ECIOR
IOTAL
IREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNT
D tS BUR S EI{ENT S


















BONDS STTLL OUTSIANOING JUNE 30
TOTAL













6 2,76C,422.5t t 6r268r403.t{ a 9,029,225.65























86 5, 7 29. l0







446.095.45 t 93t.5t5.t7 t 1,379,630.78
I r'576'950.00 t 3,245,000.0o t tr821,95o.00
t t,0c0r000.00 a 45,000.00 ! tr045r000.o0




SIATEI{ENT SHOXTNG RECETPTS ANO DISSURSEITE'{TS FOR PERIOD JUIY I, I98I
TO JUNE 30, 1982r rilcLUDtt{G Ertl[cEs FoR PRCVTOUS Y€ARS
----0E 8I r S----
c cui{ lY IOT AT
TAX ASSTSSMENIS
UNCOLLECTEO TOTOR VEHTCTES LASI SETILE. 
' 
I'049,680.35
oRlG INAL ASS ESSMENT 25.11C.135-Aa
T0IAL HOTOR VEHICLES 8ILLEO 6'639' 134.82
assEssilENr-s.c. PUELIc SERVICE CCll'1. 83'694-O0
ADDrr I(NAL AssEssllENTs I ,s4c'96c'44
PFNALTI€S ASSESSTD 135'894.59
ADJUSTXENTS 54,697.56







rOTAL a 35.rC3,197.64 t 37,29:j,647.a3 t 72t997t445.47
IRFASURERI S CASH ACCOUNT
CASH SALANCE LAST SEITLEI{ENT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURR€NT TAX COLLECTIONS
DEL TNQUENT TAX COLL€CTIONS
MOTOR VEHICLE fAX COLLECTICNS
EORROI{ED ilONEY
BONOS SOLD






LAURENS E SPARTANBURG COUNIIES
TO'AL
OEL TI|QUENI TAX ACCTJUNT
TAxES of.l HAN0 LASI SETTLEJ{ENT
DELINQUENT TAXES FROI.I TREASURER
EXECUTION COSTS











5 ,4 02, 065.89

















2' 895' 38 1.40
tot 936.625.7 |
I 5r 4O0r00O.00
I 4' 000' 000.00
51 337r891.01






! 8S,Oll,3rr.56 al2?,1?9'291.97 32151190r663.53




2 t8, I 16.5?
3 I 
'?43 r681.55 | 3taalt642.15lr5{2r30+.79 3tL7lt659-02
27 A, +14.96
3' 98 3.8 I
271,{31.60 489,548.17
t 4,26?'850.37 3 1.557.417.94 | ?r 825r268.!l
85r9lsrCC0.0O t l7rI90r000.0O tl23'1091000.00
4CC'OOO.0O 15,000,oo0.00 1514001000.o0
14,000,00o.00 14r0001000.00
| 86'319r000.0O ! 66r190'000.00 t152r5O9r000.00
r07
GREENVILLE COUI{TY
STAIEI{ENT SHOIING RECEIPTS ANO DISOURSEITEIIS FOR PERIOO JULY Ir 196I
IO JUNE 30' 1982, INCLU0IItG SILANCES fOR PREVIOtS Y€ARS





2 3 .31 2t 435.O2
I,349'6ll.ll
11625,354.2t
| 42.97 \.34 |
IOT AL
rax AssEssilENls
ABATEHENTS ( EXCLUDTNG 14OTOR VEHICLESI
I4OTOR VEHTCL E ASATEMENTS
I{OTOR VEHICLE TAX CDLL€CTICNS
CURR€NI T^X COLLECIIONS
UNcOLLECTED IIOICR VEHTCLFS (JUNE ]O)
6XECUTIONS TO DELINQU€iIT TAX COLIECIOR




PAI O SIAIE PUBL IC SERVICE
PAt0 c0uNTY cLlll'ts
PAID SCHOOT_ CLAtr{S






! 39+'198.69 3 3r4O8rt66.66




| ,542 ,304.79 3. t? r, 659.02
147.404.62t (90,t78.961
t 351103r791.64 t 17 ,291 1647.81 t 7 21991t445.41
PATD ANqERSON A SPARTANEURG COUNTIES
A 0vA r{c E5
REFUNDS
CASH BAtAlCE JUNE 30' I982
cc|1M. ASSE SS. t t3,694.00
32 t8teta41 .38
3 83'694.00
32r 8601 84 l. 38
8 9,93 5, 60 1.98
9r 573r 30 t.56
8' 400,000.O0
L 2l 9r 0 00.O0




Ll t 22\ l8 1.25
lr 20 7134I.88






















203 ,99 t. {8
10,5t 5' 392.95
IOTAL






















| 4.267.85o.37 | 3.55r.41r.94 t 7.425.266.11
NO'ES PAID
BONOS PA IO
NOTES S'ILL OUISTANOTNG JUNE
BONOS STTL[ OUTSTANOII'iG JUNE
r OTAL





t 86,319,000.0o 3 66't9o,oo0-00 3152,509,000.00
r08
GREEltLooD coullTY
STATEIENI Sl{)lllNG RECEIPIS ANO 0ISBU&SEiC]iIS fOR PERl(x, JULV Ir l98l




UNCOLLECIED t10T0R VEHTCLES LAST SETTLE. t 81r247.60
ORIGINAL ASSESSMENI 2.844.559.22
totAl norcR vEHlcLEs EILLFD 452.2t9.64
ASSFSSMENT-S.C. PUBLIC SERVTCE CCPr.t. 4,297.OO
ADolr IoNAL ASSESSf{ENIS 241033.27
PENALTIES ASSESSED 12.422.1'





21 .2L2.r2 39t 6!4.45
TOTAT
r OTAL ! 3,424,?98.90 t l,+22,651.96 t l0r8{7rt56.86
TRFASURERTS CASH ACC0tiNT




TOIOR VFHICLE TAX COLL€CTIONS







TAXES ON HAND LAST SETTLEMENT





BONDS qJTS'ANOINC JUIY I
TOTA L


























19, 7 t 5.90
2€7r185.411544r181.921931r36?.33
t 91314r24O-OO 3 8r665r000.00 3 18r009124O.00
! 9r34{r240.00 3 815651000.00 | lSrOO%24O.O0
109
6REEI{}100D CoUI{TY
STATENEilT SHOIING REC€IPTS AID OISSURSEiCilTS FOR PERIOD JUI.V I. I9EI
TO JUNE 30, I982r INCLUDII{G EALII{CES FOR PICVI(I.|S VEARS
---cRE0 t I s--
rax ass€ssrrr€Nts






U{COLLECTED }IO'OR VEHICLES IJUNE 30I
EXECUTIONS TO DELINQUENT TAX COLI€CTOR
TOTA L






























EONOS 5III.L OUTSTANOIi{G JUI{E 30
TOIAI
t 31424,?98.90 t r.122,65f.96 ! t0r84?,{56.86
t 16'64€'{96.60 | 25'l5t'966.93 ! 41r802,{6:t.53
| 4r291.O0 3 | t,29?.00
5'696'70?.d) 5,696,70?.00
22'010'090.00 22'010,0e0.o0




















t 900,435.00 3 925,OO0.00 t 1,825,135.00
8'443'8C5.O0 ?,?+O'OO0.OO l61 1831805.00
I 9,34{,2{0.00 i 8,665,000.00 t 181009;24O-00
ll0
HMPTOI{ COUNTY
STAIEIENT SIIOI'ING RECEIPTS ANO OISBURSEIEI{IS fOR PERIOD JUTV I' I98I
TO JUNE 30r 1982, tNCLUDlliG Ertrtccs FoR PnEvlqrs vEARs
----0E8 t rs---
IAX ASSESSMENTS
U!.ICOL L EC T EO HOTOR VE H I CL E S LA SI
ORIGINAL ASSESSI,TENT
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES EILLEO
ASSFSSI{ENT-S.C. PUsLIC SERVICE





TREASUR ER i S CASH ACCOUNT
CASH BALANCF LAST SETILEMENl
CASH RECE IPTS
CURR€NT TAX COLLECTIONS
DELINQUENT TAX COLL€CT IOI'IS
TOTOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECIIONS
80NDS SOL0







RE I },I SURS Eil EN T S
JULY VEHlCLE TAXES COLLECTED
TOTAL
OELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HAND LASI SETTLEHENT




















































lr 9{ I r 50 1.55































210 'ol+. 16 a 300,562.65
l.535rO00.00 | 3r3851000.o0
l0Or 0O0.00
r rr95Cr0C0.00 t lr535ro00-o0 t 31485r0o0.00
Ill
HAI,IPTOI{ COUIiITY
STAIEI{ENI SHOI{ING RECEIPTS AND OISBUR5€ITilTS FOT PERIOD JULY I' I9OI









8 4 r 802.03
.55 .55


























AEATE{E{IS ( €XCLUDING {OIOR VEHICLES)
HOTOR VFHICL E ABATEHENIS
I,'OIOR VFHICTE IAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLLECTED HOIOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3O'












CN HAND JUNE 3O' 1982


















af .t4z.r6 t 133' 147.80
t3 '320-50 181252.00t05r528.16 t4+, l0 7.{6
3.A22.54 5,055.39
90'548.493210r01{-1633OOr562.65
I 291r757.00 3 ?5r000.00 ! 366.757.00
1.658,243.OO I r460r00O.00 31 118r243.0O
! 1r950r000.00 t rrt35rO00.O0 | 30485r000.O0
tt2
HORRY COUNTY
SIATEMENT SHOIIING R€CEIPTS ANO DISSURSEIIEI{TS FOR PERIOD JULY II I98I
TO JUNE 30' I982' INCLUOING 8AIANCES FOR PREVI(US YEARS
----DE 8I r S----
IAX ASS ESSqENTS
UNCOLLECTED IlOIOR VEHICLES LAST SETILE.
ORIOINAL ASSESSTl€NT
rOTAL I.IOTllR VEHICLES B ILLEO




TREASURERi S CASH ACCOLNI
CASH SALAI{CF I.ASl S€T'LE!ENT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRENT IAX COLLECT IONS
DEL INOUENT TAX COLLECT IONS
HOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECI ICNS
ADVAACE ilOBILE HOME TAX COLLECTICNS
BORROHED MONEY
BONDS SOL 1




IlUNI C TPAL COLLECT IONS
{1SC€LLANEO(JS




DEL INQUENI TAX ACCOUNI
TAXf5 ON HAND LAST SETILEflENT
DEL IN?UFNT T 
'XES 
FROI4 TREASURER
ADOI T TONAL ASS SI.IE\I
'OTAL
S'ATEMFNT OF INDEBIEONESS
NOIES OUTSTANOI^1G JULY I




t 12e.568.t3 t 78f'542.12 3 l ll4't10.65
6rC76'043.07 13r817r178.70 l9ta9\221.11
Lt2C,257.10 2,658,3t1.34 3.f44,564.44
3' I 14.00 fr I l{.00
r451562.60 509,060.50 654.62t.1O
392,034.89 208,465.59 600.500.48
C CUN IY IOT AL
t 8rc63r5?9.9e 3 111990r558.45 t 26.054,138.44
t 1,641,949.54 t t.244'725-40 t 2.6A6.5t4.94
t 5 
'358,964.14-?96 r633- 10





2 ,0 0 0, 000.00
l,?50,1?{.26
3,t3e,755.25
I '43t,70I.236r0, I t8.25
c , 1o4,2 t3.22
LS72,780.15





























100 r 000. O0
t 25,63t.A64.27 t +7,100'01{.2? t 72.7atrA7A-54
t 2,651,75A.97 $ 3,749,013.9e t 6.406,f72.96
i t,6r2,748.97 t 2.122,93t.32 t 3.?:t5,680.29






| 5.438,000.00 3 28,920r000.00 t 34,358'000.O0
l13
HORRY COUI{TY
SIAIEI.TENI SHOI.ING RECEIPTS AND OISEURSET€ilTS FOR PERIOD JULY I' I98I




AAAIEI{ENTS I EXCLUDII.IG IlOTOR VEH ICLES 
'{OIOR VEHICLE A8ATINETITS
qotoR vEHtcLE rax colt-EcrlcNs
CURRENI TAX COLI.ECIIONS
Ui{COLLECTED HOIOR VE}'ICLES (JUNI 3OI
EXECUTIONS TO DEL INOUENI TAX COLLECTOR
















1,028,078.93 t,587, ?51.05 2t615ra29.9a
49.00 49.00
12,305.50t 2,:j04.61 (-831
! 8r06fr519.99 t 17r990r558.45 t 26rO5trl38.+4






I r4O0r000.0O lr 715r000.00
l re30r585.55 212t$755.11











NOT€S STILL OU'STANOING JUI{E
EONOS SIILL OUTSTANDING JUI{E
rOTAL





DELI}.IQUENI TAXES ON HANO JUNE 30'















t 21657.f5A.97 t 3'?49'013.99 t 5rto6rtl2.96
132ro00r000.0012rO00r000.00
3r5r000.0O I '{00r000.O0 lrll5r000.00533,000.00 5331000.00
4r59CrC00-00 25r520r0O0.00 30rlLOr0OO.00
! 5r438,000.00 ! 2819201000.00 t 34'l5E'000.00
l14
JASPER COUI{TY
STATEFENT STOTING RECEIPTS A'{D OISSURSEI'IETTS FOI PERIOD JUIY I, I98I













UNCOLTECTED I{OTO8 VEHTCLES LASI SETII-E.
ORIGINAL ASSFSSTiENT
IOTAL HOTOR VEHICLES BIILEO








I{OTOR VEHICIE TAX COLLECTIONS
ADVANCE TOEILE HOI{€ TAX COLLECTICNS
BONDS SOLD





il I SC €LLAN EOU S
TOTA|.
DELINQUEI{I IAX ACCOUI{T
IAXES OiI HANO LAST SETTLENENI
OELINQUENT TAXES FROI{ TREASURER
rOTAL
STATEIlEIIT OF INDEEIEDNESS







ao ,4+7 .62 42.5t6.95
648,6?9.75 t t,615,424.44 t 2.261.t04.L9







































26 51 680. ll
l8 t' +42.90
L72.2tL. t 2?a'89[.07 t 11f.L2t.O3
252,925.OO
2CC'000.00
260'000.00 , 5l2r 9 25.00
200' 000.00
452.925.@ a 260,000.00 3 7120925.OO
n5
JASPER COUI{TY
SrlTEll€NT SHOIING RECEIPIS ANO DISSURSEIEI{IS FOt PERIOO JUI-Y Ir l9ll




ABAT€I'IENIS I EXCLUOING HUTOR VEHICLES)
ROTOR VEHICL E A6ATETENTS
IlOIOR VEHICLT IAX COLLECIICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED I{OTOR VEHICLES IJUNE ]OI
EXECUTIONS TO DELTNQUENT TAX COTI.ECTOR
AOVANCED I{O8 tLE HOTES































r35.69t 183.0{l I tl8.73l
6{8'6?9.75 | 1t615t424.41 t 2r26{1104.19



























452,925.OO t 260r000.O0 | t12.925.OO
l16
KERSHAI.I COUNTY
STATEI{ENT SHOTTNG RECEIPIS ANO OISBUSS€iCI{IS FOR PERIOD JUI' I' I9EI
T0 JUNE 30' 1982, INCLU0IITG 8lrllcEs FOR PtEVrotS YEARS
----0E8 t I S--
TAX ASS ES St4ENIS




ASSESSMENT-S.C. PUBLIC SERVICE CCTI{.




TREASURER. S CASH ACCOIjNT




IOIOR VEHICLE TAX CCLLECTTCNS
BORROWED {ONEY
BONDS SOLO
FINES' LICTNSES T FEES







rAX€S O^.I HANO LAST SEITLEBENT




NOIES OUTSIANDING JULY I






























17 6,f 2f .4f
48.427.2$





















2, 980' 00 1.62
85 t' I 78.46
48,427-24
l.588,019.07
t er289r07l.7t a 24,152.6t3.O1 t 42.441,1O4-f2
| 22.3C t -t5
9r.504. ll
8. I 90.03










t tr4l€,872.00 a 9rl95r0O0.OO t 12r6131872.00
l17
KERSHATI COUI{TY
STATE||ENT SHOI{|NG RECEIPIS ANo 0lSStRs€iE]lls fot PEtto{t JULY I' l9El









UNCOLLECTEO ilOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 30'






















t 1981503.65 | 628 r20O.9l t A26,fO4.56
25.r1l.EO 69,238.90 94'616.t0
23t13a2.49 535'097.O3 466t479.52
I r292r618.96 4t2l6tL2A.17 5t56at719.4!
4?1809.80 L21.459.05 175,26A.a5
9lr504.lI 2641762.76 356.266.87
















r? 3, l,2 1.86
$7 6.24
f)79t.61t.47









to 6rr f 2- 43
+2t 5 22.99
{76' 63t.9t
221.995.49 t 60t,934.8{ ! a25t9lO.13
NOTE5 STILL OUTSTAilDING JUNE
BONDS STILL OUTSTANOINC JUNE
t s35'cc0.o0 t
90,000.00
9 8' 8 t2.00







TOI AL | 3r4l8r872.OO t 9rl95rO00.0O 3 l21613rOt2.O0
rr8
srArENErr sHo,.rNG REcE'p,,':[^:]::':::::l'. 
'o. ".'oo 
,,., ,.









IOIAL MOTOR VEHICLES STLLFD 476,698.99















, 3 '340.22t.40 t 6,095,634.61 t 9,435,858.01
IREASUF ER ' 5 CASH ACCOLNI
CASH 8AL ANCE IASI SETTLEMENT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIIONS
DEL INQUEiIT TAx C0LLECI ILjIJS
HOTOR VFHICL E TAX C{JtLECT IONS
ADVAI{CE TOBILE HOilE IAX COLLECIICNS
BONDS SOLO










TAXES ON HAND IASI S€TILEI{EiiI






NOIES OUTSTANCINC JULY I































6' 67 5.9f 2-21


































t 13t.21t.2a 3 l+8r0?9.2(
r 
'506 '000.00 lo,357,500.0(2,000, 0. 0 2r0001000.0(
t 2,86e,3O1-92 t 9.639,27L.2A t 12.5O5.5f9.2(
u9
LANCASTER COUNTY
STA'€TENT S}€IING RECEIPIS A'{D OISSURSEI4EIIIS FON PERIOD JULY Ir I98I




AEATEMENTS ( EXCLUDING I4OIOR VEHICLESI
MOTOR VFHTCLE AEATE}IENIS
110r0R v€HlcLE TAx c0Ll-Ecrl0N5
CURRENI'AX COLLECIIONS
UI{COLLEC'ED IIOTOR VEHTCLES IJUNE 30I
EXECUITONS TO DEIINQUENI TAX COILECIOR




a 54r57L.91 t 85rl?0.06 3 1f9.7{1.99
8t'386.18 12?,018.90 208rt05.o8
125.064.L6 I rl3l r603.O5 L 856r66?.21
2 t266t318.02 4t1O9t654.21 6t675t972.25
74,12t.94 115,996.91 190,320.85
t37 0932.63 225,191.54 t61.t21.17
126.54 19.58 146-12
5C0.00 780.34 11280.34








NOTES STILL OUTSIANOING JUNE
8ONDS STII-L OUISTAIDING JUNE
TOTAL













3 ?r 0l 9.80
t,01 2,500.00
57 tr ? l{.52
18 0r 29 8. 33
2Or15f.la




rRAN SF ER S















t 0 ?, {40.56
2,86C'599.53
t 9'864r619.32 t 26r930r649.43 t 3Er?951268.75
L4t,125.21 |







375r2E1.62 t 66ErO09.84 t lrO43r29l.46




t 2re66,3O7.92 | 9t639t27I.2a J 121505,579.20
t20
LAURENS COUI{TY
STATEilENT SHOIING RECEIP'S AND OISSURSET€ITS FOR PERIOD
to JUNE 30,1982, Ii{CLUoIt{G 8lt-AfiCES FOR pR€VIOUS






UI{COILECTED ilOTOR VEHICLES LAST SETTLE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSI.I€NT
TOTAL HOTOR VEHICLES EILI-ED
assEssr{ENr-s.c. PUB|-tc sERvIc€ cc6n.









iIOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTIONS
8of{Ds sot_D








IAXES ON HAND LAST SEITLEHENI




NOTES OUfSTANOING JULY I
8OI{DS OUTSTANDING JULY I
SONDS ISSUEO
rO'AL
! 4S'880.19 i t55,308.36 t 205,188.55
1,446,066.37 3,69r,806.81 5rl39r8l3.t8
281,651.8I 7f7 r496.t1 tr059,lt8.l4
c,147.00 6,747.00
19'lrl.08 52.2t2.lt ?1r3{t.t9
6,918.65 t7 t612.56 2$53t.22
tl.29l 1.39 .10
t 1,810,393.82 t 4,696.4t7.56 t 6,506,83I.38









81 .7 57 .22
205,042.9t




















38 3, 55 5. O0
564,613.83
20 5, O4 2.91
6l2t 2+9.7 7














968,45{-00 t 7r510,500.00 t 6,+?8,954.0O
r2l
LAURENS COUNTY
STA'TET€NT SHOIING RECEIPTS AND OISEURSEiEilTS FOR PERIOD JULY I' I98I
r0 JUNE lo, 1982. lNctuDlttc Ett^trcEs FoR PR€vl(us YEIRS










ABATEiIENTS I EXCLUDING HOTOR VEHICLES'
I'IOTOR VEHICL T AEAI€I,|ENTS
}IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT IAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED {OIOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3OI




PAt0 srATE PUBLIC SERVIC€ CCllll.
PAID COUNIY CLAIXS






CASH SALANCE JUNE 30' 1982
IOTAL
3 46,086.56 t 2"tt.255.41
92 .55A-41 124r I 56.82




! tr810r393.82 t 4'696,{37.56 t 6ri06r831.!8































DELINQUENT TAXES ON HAND JUN€ ]O' 1982
rOTAL
STAYEHFNT OF INDEBTEDNESS
t42,415.9' 3 {05r 126.+l t 5+7.5+2.16
6C.!31 -14
7 ,258.12















NOTES STILL OUTSTANOING JUNE








968r454.00 | ?r5lOr500.0O | 8r478195{.00
r22
LEE COUNTY
STATENENT SHOTING R€C€IP'S At{O DISEURSEXEIIIS 
'OR 
PEIIOO JULY I, I98I
TO JUNE 3O' I982, INCLUOII{G 8AI-AtICES FOR PREVI(US YEARS
---0E8 | r s---
c cuxlr








U{COLLECTEO MOTOR VEHICL€S LASI SEITLE.
ORIGIT.IAL ASSESSMENT
TOIAL I{OTOR VEHICLES EILLEO




CASH SALANCE I,AST SEITLEHENT
CASH RECEIPIS
CURRENT IAX COLTECTIONS
OEL INQUE{I TAX CIJI.LECTIONS
I,IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIIONS
EORROI{ED MONEY





5'AT€ AID TO SCHOOLS
TOTA L
DFL INIUFNI TAX ACCTIUNT
TAXES ON HAN O LAST SETTLE'IENT





NOTES OUTSI^NOING JULY I





















































3 25 8, {36.83
751,+00.00 806,400.o0
7 4.81f.60
188,254.4t t ,5t '{00.o0 3 lr t39r65{.43
r23
LEE COUI{TY
SfAIEIIENI StlollNG REC€IPTS A1{O 0lSEURSEl,lCNfS FOt P€RIOD JULY l, l98l




ABA'EI4ENTS ( EXCLUOING MOTOR VEHICLESI
|IOTOR VFHICLE ABATEI.IENTS
HOIOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECIICNS
CURRENT IAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLIECTED HOTOR V€HICLES IJUNE 30I










casH EaLANCE JUIE 30' t982
totat










lr 194r 80 6. 83
49.1 4+.26
152t 6i7.a9












3 L 764r t 54- 15





|' ll t,59 1.07









NOI€S STILL OUISTANDING JUtiE




















Etr 4 I 6.07
4,3 74.00
247' E 38. l6
802r 0 26.00
188,254.{3 t 751,+00.oo t I'139'65{.+3
t24
srarEr{ENr s*o,.rNG REcElpr.':::-:Hr::::11,. ,o* ,.^,oo JUL' r, re6,




UNCOLL€CTED MOTOR VEHICLES LAST SETTLE. T 478.130.36
0RIGINAL ASSESSilENT I 110851767.90
IOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES BTLLED 2.4541112.84
ASS€SSTIENT-S.C. PUBLIC SERVICE CCpM. f3,616.00
ADDITIOiIAL ASSESSI.IENIS 29€r06G.84
PENALI IFS ASSESSED 72'I'0.58
t 989,389.64 3 tr468, !20.00
2t.o24'5a6-43 12rLLO.!54.13
4.623)496.91 7iL22,269.79
3 it, 5l 6. o0
5rt.a32.48 821t893.32
l2{,938.83 197r069.41
r0TAt r 14,459,0?8.55 t 2f,296.244.29 t 41.755.322.45
t I,c16,03l.21 3 l6,l{1,I85.68 ! 19r1591216.89
TREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNT
CASH SALANCF LAST SEITLEIlENT
CASH RECE IPIS
CURRENI TAX COLLECIIONS
DEL INQUENT TAX COLLECTIONS
HOIOR VEHICL€ TAX COLLECTIC\S
AOVANCE TOSILE HOME TAX COLLECTICNS
BORROHED I{ON€Y
80NDS SOL0










IAXES ON HANO LAST SETTLEilENI






NOTES OI'TSIANDING JULY T








9 5 0,0 c0.00














4, 15 1. 40
5 r90CrOO0.0O
L l28 , 000.00
t6,452r7f5.29
4 r14{r6?8.60
2 tO 12 r5O3.83
5,7t1,843.r7
llt7rl2l.00l
3 l0r 5 I 31 0l 1.29











t 3i,266.253.12 $ 9Br?4Lrl06-33 tL32toO7tJ59.45
I l'240,819.49 t 2o559t115.26 J 3t199r934.f5
639,955.1O I rl04'7l5.ll t,744.680-21
s1,495.93 178,988.65 270,484.58
t r.s72.2ao.52 t t.a42,al9.O2 3 5,815.099.54
t 4cc,0c0.00 t f,000,o00.00 t 3,{oo,000.00
14.555.7A4.r2 751030rO00.0O 89,585,?84.32
950r000.o0 5 r900r000.00 61 8501000.oo
4'65C,0C0.00 3r000ro00.00 ?r650r000.00
, 20,555.7A4.32 3 86'930,O0O.00 t10?,485,784.32
t25
.EXiliGToN CoU]{TY
starErENl sHorlNG REcElPlS ANo 0t58tjrsEiErrs FoR t€tIoD JULV L l9El
TO JUNE 30' 198?r lNcl-Uollic SrtlNCES FOR PIEYI(US YEARS
----cRE0IrF--
SCxfil.
TAX 455 ES SI,IENTS
ASATEitENTS (EXCLUDING XOTOR VEHICL€SI
TOTOR VEHICI- E ABAIEIIEN'S
ilOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIICNS
cURRE$T rAX COLtECTtONS
UNCOTLECTED XOTOR VEHICTES (JUNE 3OI












CASH EALANCE JUNE 30, 1982
TOTAL
r0l||-
t 14,459,0?8.56 t 2?,296.2+4.29 t (1.155rt22.85




































t 589'?69.f6 | lr146r5{1.3{ t r'7:16'3rO.tO
tL2'a23.f+ 224'861.81 ttl.705.55
1982 11269.6a7.42 2r{71r395.8? 3r?4L083.29
t tt.266.25t-t2 a 98r?41,106.f3 tL!2cOO7tl59-15
t r.s72'2ao.52 3 tr8{2'E19.02 t 5'815'099.5r
ilOTES STILL OUTSTANDING JUTIE
BONOS SIILL OUIS'ANDIHG JUNE
TOTAL






t 20.555,ta1.32 a 86'930.OO0.00 tto7t4a5tIa4.32
126
}ICCORIIICK COUNTY
sr TErErl sHrrarNc RECEIPTS aNo 0tsSursEi€ilrs FoR PEnl(x, JuLr l. t98l
to JUNE 30' 1982, lr{cluoIt{6 Sltllccs FoR PtEvlllrs YEARS
---0EB Il S-
rAX ASSESSHENTS
UITCOLLECIED |IOTOR VEHICIES LAST SETTLE.
ORIOINAL ASSESSI{ENT










IlOIOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIIONS
ADVANC€ l.loBlLE HOr{E tAx COLLECTICilS









IAXES ON HAND I.AST SEITLEHENI
DELINQU€NT TAXES FROil TREASIJRER
rOTAL
STATE[EI{T OF INOEETEONESS
NOTES OUTSTANOII{G JULY T
rorat
coul{lY






















294)25t.49 a 503'822.54 $ 798' t 16.03



















2. Lt2 r77 4.rO






















37.035.35 t 58'108.59 t lO5 t 141.91
r27
IICCORIIICK COUNTY
stAlErENT SXOTING REC€tPrS Ato DlSSUnsEtEirS FOr pERtOD JUty l, l98l




ABATEI{ENTS (EXCLUDIN6 IIOTOR VEHICLES'
I,IO'OR VEHICLE ABAT€iENTS
}IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COILECTIONS
UNCOLLECTE0 tloloR VEHICTES IJUNF 30t
EX€CU'IONS TO OELINQUET{T TAX COILECIOR
TOTAT
fREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNT
DIS 8UR S €IIENIS
PAt0 couNrY cLAtrls
PAID SCHOOL CLAIXS
PAID SPECIAL SCHOOL CLAII{S
PAID IIUI{ ICIPAL CLA II.IS
PAIO I{ISCELLANEOUS
scHoot- rrtoN€Y tN couNlY FUND




















































37 ro35.t5 a 68.tO8.59 3 lo5' 343.94
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I.IARION COUI{TY
srarErEill sHortNG REc€tPTs Airo DtssutsEr€ilrs FoR P€Rlolt JULY t, l98l




UNCOI.LfCTEO I.IOIOR VEHICLES LAST SETTLE.
ORIGINAI ASSESSI{ENI
TOIAL l{OTOR VEHICL€S SILLED




IREASURER. S CASH ACCOIJi{I




I,IOTOR VEHICLE TAX COILECTICNS
BORRO{€D AOI'I EY
BONDS SOID
FINES' I-ICENSES f, FEES
ST T€ AID
FEDERAL A ID
r I sc €L LANEOU S
TOrA t
OELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNT
rAXES ON HAND LAST SETILENENT
DELINQUENT IAXES FROII TREAST'R€R
IOTAL
STATEI{ENT OF II{DE8I€OIlESS
IIIOT€S OUISTAIOING JULY I
SOIDS OUTSIANDING JULY I
NOTES ISSUED
rOTAL






! IrCl8r625-73 3 3r401r396.91. I at12Ot222-61







































t 60r000.0o a 2.751,7t9.oo
6,500'000.o0 6"0o'000.00
l?5,o00.00 3r0021683.00
I t,521.422.00 3 6r735r000.OO t 12.256.122.00
r29
I'IARIOI{ COUi{TY
srarEr€tr sHortNc t€cEtPTs at{o DIsSuns€rElrs FoR PERtoD Julv L t9El
TO JUNE 30, 1982, IITCLUOIXG SllrXCCS FOR PIEVI(US YEIRS










AEATEilENTS (EXCLUOIN6 I4OTOR VEHICIES'
IIOTOR VEHICLE ABAIEI,IENIS
iiOTOR VEHICLE TAX COILECTTBNS
CURRENI IAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO IOTOR VEHICLES IJUNE 3OI



















IOIES STILL OU'STANDING JUNE 30













I '316rt35.15 ?51.65 1r317rt87.001C?t767.O1 I,169,169.23 1,536,9t6.30
| 90716t26t.67 t tt tO67t465.f2 t 26'799'127.39
45.487.62
e 









14c'789.73 a 5t4.351-12 t 675' t4l.05
t 5'52L,122.00 | 6r?35rO00.00 | t2t256t422-OO
t 5,521,422.00 3 l5rO00.0O | 5t5!6t.t22.OO
205,252.At 205.252-aL
45,000.0o {5r000.oo
6r469,747. l9 &{5*l4f .Li
r30
I|TARLBORO COUI{TY
ST TEil€iIT SHOtrING REC€IPTS AID DISSURSCICTIS FOI PERIOO JULY I, I98I
TO JUNE 30r 1982, t1{Cr_U0tii6 Err|rrCES FOR PTEVI|XTS Y€ RS
-----DEBTTS-----
ORIGINAL ASSESSI{ENT
ASSFSSTIENI-S.C. pUELtC SERVTCE Corfi.
PEiIALTT€S ASSESSEO
T OTAI
TREASURERI S CASH ACCOIJNT




HOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTIONS
AOVANCE {O8IIE HOTE 
'AX 
COLLECTICNS




I{ I SC ELIAN EOU S
TO'AL
OELINQUENI IAX ACCOUNI
IAXES OI{ HA^'O LAST SETTLEI{ENT
DELINQUENT TAXES FROH IREASURER
ADOI T ION S
TOTAL
STATEIIENT OF INOEBIEONESS









622,60t.Af 3 t,?75,1:t0.?+ t 2,398,?32.61


































l' 58 7' 65 5.82














SIATEIENT SH)fING RECEIPIS AI{O OISEU8SEIEXIS FOR P€RIOD JULY I, I98I
TO JUNE 3Or I962, INCLUDIIiG STITiCES FOR PR€YI(I'S YEATS
----CREDIIS__
lAx Ass EssHEilrs
ASATE'ENTS IEXCLUOING IOTOR VEHICLESI
CURRENT IAX COLLECTIONS
EX€CUTIONS TO DEIINQU€NT IAX COTLECTOR
AOJU SII{ENT S




































125. l{ 19 3. 19
5.25L.O6 1,269.17





















2C, ?81 . t6
165r395.95
48.76












STITElEitT SHOtaING RECEIPTS IND DtSBURSCIt€lfS FOR PEIIOD JUIY It l98l



















UI{COLLEC'ED I'OIOR VEHICLES IASI SETIIE.
oRt6INAL ASSESST{ENr
IOTAL fiOTOR VEHICLES EILLEO
ADDITIONAI ASSESSI|ENTS
PENTLTIES ASSESSEO
IN LIEU OF TAXES
TOTAL
TREASURERlS CASH ACCOUNI
CASH EALANCE LAST SETTI-EI.IENT
CASH RECETPIS
CURRENI TAX COILECIIOI{S
DEL INOUENT TAX COILECTIONS
IIOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
Aov^r{c€ t108ItE HorE rax coLLEcTlcNs






oEL li{QUElrl tAx AccouNr
TO(ES ON HAI{O LASI SETTLEI{ENT
OELINQUENT TAXES FROI{ TREASUR€R
BACX YEAR ADOITIONAIS
P€NALTIES - BACK YEAR
IN LIEU OF IAXES
rotAL
STATE|lENT OF INDEBTEDN€SS
EONDS OUTSTAIOING JULY I
IOTAL
| 2r03Cr218.El | 3rlI5r776.16 t \1151994.91
t lrl46rl05.?I 3 tr487r86I.3t | 2r633196?.08
t 1.255,86f.+5
64, 705. 16


























3E 7r3 5 5.1 4
902t192-!6

















t 3t17.tt924-21 ! 5rt3ilrO00.00 a 9.9Of.92+.2f
| 1o7711921.27 t 6rl33rOO0.0O | 9t9O7t924.27
r33
I{EI{BERRY COUI{TY
STArE{EI{T SHOTING RECEIPTS A}aD OISSURSEIEfIIS FOt PERIO[t JULY Ir l98l






I t 255 t aC? .45




ABAtEt{ErrllS ( EXCIUoING llOtOR vEHICIES}
I{OIOR VEHICL E AEAIEAENTS
HOTOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRETIT TAX COLLEC'IONS
U'{COILECTED HOTOR V€HICLES IJUNE 3OI
EXECUIIONS IO DELINQUENI TAX COLLECTOR
TOTAL















ON HANO JUNE 30' 1982
ABAT€!{ENIS E REFUI{DS - BAC|( YEAR




EONOS STILL OUTSTANDTNG JUNE 30
TOTA L










t 2r030r2t8.61 t 3rl15r??5.16 a 5rl+5r99+.97

























21512C5.67 3 18?,9{3.64 t 60312O9.31
t 15Qt27a.42 t 283rO00.O0 t 1tlr2fA.42
t16211645.A5 5 1850r00O-OO 9,(71.645-85
t 1t77,tt924.27 ! 6rl331000.OO | 9t907t924.27
I34
OCONEE COUNTY
STATEI'€NT SHOIIING RECEIPTS ANO OISEI.|RS€I€NTs FOR PERIOD JUIV Ir I9EI




UNCOLLECTED MOTOR VEHICLES LAST SETTLE.
DRIGINAL ASSESS}.IENI
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES EtILEO
ADDIT IONAL A SSESSMENIS
PENALTIES ASSESSEO
rAX REFI'NO5
ROLL BACK TAXES E ffOB ILE HONIS
TOTAL
fREASURTRI S CASh ACCOLNT
CASH BALANCE LASI SEITL€MENI
CASH RECEIPTS
CURREilT TAX COLLECTIONS
DEL TNQUE[IT TAX COLLECTIONS
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTICNS
AOVANCE tOEILE HO{E TAX COLLECTITNS
EORRO!ED 
'lONEYBONOS SOLD





fl I SCELLANEOU S
TOTAL
DEL INQUENT TAX ACCOUNI
TAxES or'1 HAND LASI SETTLEf,€NI
D€LtNQUFNT TAXES FROM TR€ASURER
TOTAL
STATFI,IFNT OF INOEgTEONESS
NOTES OUfSTANOING JULY T




t 68,093.80 t 131,746.70 t 199'840.50
2,5?5,080,80 6'667'610.84 9t242.691.6+





t 3,2L3t128.69 t 8r234'800.77 a 11.44a.529.46
r 2r3t2,t96.88 t 655't14.69
I 2r586r807.25
102,000.9+
3 34, 1 30 .12
2r I 85.03












L2 .5fO )369 .85
L tO82t413.12












800r 50 3.6 I
6r 15 3r599.99












3 1235 r O0o. 0O 6r 18 51 0OO.o0
I r500ro00.00 L 500r000.00
?,500ro00.00 8,500,000.00
t 4,350.0co.oo 3 12,235,000.o0 3 r6'585'000.00
135
oc0t{EE c0ut{TY
STAT€I{ENT SHOITNG RECEIPTS ANO DISBURSE'IEIIIS FOT PERIOD JULV I' 196I










UNCOLLECTED TOTOR VEHICLES IJUNE 30I























BONOS STILL OUTSIANDING JUNE 30
TOTAL
| 431551.* | L12t725.57 t 156t2r9.41






t 3.211.12A.69 a A.234.AOO.77 t llr{tEr529.16
1Lo.291,344.27 3 lLOr294rl44.2l
23r335r151.81 23r335'351.81



















! 4CCr0C0.00 3 Ir500r000.00 | lr90Or0OO.O0
180r000.00 395ro00.00 5?5,000.00
3il?0,c00.00 10,340,000.o0 r{, tr0,000.00
t 4'350'0c0.00 3 12r235r000.00 t 1615851000.00
I36
ORANGEBURG COUI'ITY
STATENENT SHOIIING RECEIPTS ANO DISSURSEIE'IIS FOT PERIOD JUIY I, I98I
TO JUNE 30, 1982, INCLUDING EAIANCES FOR PREVI(IJS YE RS
----0E8tr5--
TAX ASSESSilENTS
UNCOLL€CIEO MOTOR V€HtCLES LASI SETTLE.
ORIGI\AL ASSESSIlENI
TOTAL MOIOR VEHICLES BILLEO




TREASURERI 5 CASH ACCOUNT




TOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLI.ECT ICNS
ADVANCE qOBILE HOIIE TAX COLLECITCNS
SORROHED {O\EY










TAXES ON HANO LASI SE'ILEI{ENI




NOTES OUISTANDING JULY I
















t 4,475,152.tO 3 8,425,489.56 3 12,9O0,6{1.66
146,067.75 t 1,896,525.83 t 2,042.59t.59
t 2,927.252.02
l0c'000.00
969,6 22 - 24
si2r4.8?




te5. t02 - 52
523 t559.59
| 5 ,690,847. 56
418 ,500.00











2, 47 5.67 0.64
9t 214.87
6,900'006.00






r 10.223,900.66 t 4r,518,639.91 t 53.142.540.5f








I ,0 00,0 00.00
3 {O0,OO0.OO 3 715.000.00
I 
'502 '000.00 5, toz,000.004'800r 0. 0 5,800,000.00
t 4,915,000.00 3 6,?o2,000.00 3 Il,6lt,00o.o0
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ORAI{GEBURG COUI{TY
srATErEnt slrottNG REccIPTS  No otsEuRsEt4Elts FoR pErtoD Jlrtv lr l98l
TO JUNE 30, I982, INCIUOII{G EILANCES FOR PIEVIOUS YCAT,S
----cRE0trs--
c0ul{lY
t 68, I t6.18 r
I,062. ?t

















aEArE|lE{rs ( ExcLUDING }iOrOF VEHtCLESI
TOTOR VEHICLE ABATEIIENTS
HOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECTTCNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO }IOIOR VEHICLES IJUN€ 30I
EXECUTIONS IO DELINQUENI TAX COLLECTOR
TAXES PATD UNDER PROTESI
TOTA L
TREASURERIS CASH ACCOUNI
D IS BUR S €IiIEN f S
PAI0 SIATE PUELIC SERVICE CCliil{. ASSESS.
PAIO COUNTY CLA II.IS
PATD SCHOOL CLAIMS




PAID ITUNI CIPAL CLAII'IS
PAIO f,ISCELLANEOUS
CASH EALAI.ICE JUN€ 30, I982
fOTAL
DEL INQUEI'IT TAX ACCOUNT
PAID COUNTY TREASURER
NULLA BONAS

























2af t 29 L.2l
f...f9,926.tt









823.128.22 t 1,8E7,198.70 a 2.1LO.726-92
NOT€S PAI O
BONDS PAIO
I{OTES STILL OUTSIANDING JUNg
BONOS STILL OUISTANOING JUNE
T OTAL






t 4,915,00o.oo ! 6,702,o00.00 t lL5l?,000.00
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PICKEITS COUI{TY
StAtEtlEl{T SHoyING REICEIPTS All0 DlSEUnSEr€lllS FOr PEr,lOO JuLv l, l98l




ut{coLLEctED riroroR vEHtcLEs LAsT SETrL€. t 188'l?6.89
oRtofflAL AssEssr,rENT 2t5a1tL92.96
IOTAL IIO'OR VEHICIES BILLED 6051780.65
ASSESSXEITT-S.C. PUStlC S€RVICE Ccrll. 5,456.00
ADDITI0NAL ASS€SSH€NIS r3c'235.10
PEilALTIES ASSESSED t3.ato.2l






TOTA L r 3r547r'l?1.87 3 8'8{7'856.61 t 12.19r62A.48
I r,034,2t9.15 t ,.822.?12.59 t tr8561591.?4
TR€ASUR€R. S CASH ACCOUT{I




rrotoR vEHtcLE rAx coLLEcrlols
aDvAt{cE {o8IL€ HOnE rAX COLLECIItI{S





L(TAI AID TO SCHOOLS
TOIAL
D€III{QUENT TAX ACCOUNI
TlxEs oN HAr{0 LAst sErltExENr




IIOIES OUTSTANOING JUIY I
80t{os urrstrttDtr{G JULY I
TOTAI
, 2,{01,36r.51




2 , r06 r79 l. 5t
629,f26.@




























60trt80. 19 t 858'248.71
636 r{51.86 92L{&8-37
2l r 113.79 :t0,53?.48
545r22A.74 t 1r265r04t.8{ | L8lOr27t-5E
200,000.00 t a 200,000.00
325rO0O-0O 1r.590r000-OO ltr9lSr0OO-00
525rO0O.OO I 13r59OrOOO-dl a rtrllSrOOO.OO
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PICKEIiS COUI{TY
STATE'{ENT SHOIJING RECEIPTS ANO DISSURS€I€XTS FOT PERIfi' JULY I' T9EI
ro JUN€ 30, 1982, Ir{CLUDrriG BrtrNC[s FOR PIEVI(US YEIRS
---cn€o I I s--
c0ut{lY
TAX ASSESSI'1ENTS
ASATEI{ENTS (EXCLUOING IIOTOR VEHICLESI
tlOTOR VEHICL E ABAIEIlENIS
XOTOR VEHICL E TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COLLECIIONS
UNCOLLEC'EO AOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3OI
EXECUIIONS TO DEIINQUENI IAX COLI.ECTOR
COLIECTIONS OTFFERENCE
tOTA L
TREASURERT S CASh ACCoITNT
OISBURSEXENIS
PAI D SrrTE PUEL IC SERVICE CCr{ra. rSSE SS.
PAID COUT.ITY CLAIHS
PAID SCHOOL CLAIHS
























I 3,547,?11.67 t Er847r856.61 t l2r!951528.48
i 51456.00 !











4' 99 7,00 8.62
2 l,9r3,6 l t. t t
22.280.f L
r00,000.00
5l 5r 00 0.00
836,8 t 0.00
9l 9' 96 t. ?3
61 5{Er 016.84
! ?r?15r8?2.09 a 28r172'292.92 3 35r888r165.01
94r948.I1
292, t5t-50







515,224.11 | 1r265,0+5.84 | 1r810r274.58
NOTES SIIII OUTSIANOTNC JUNE








I CC r 000.0O
l00r0co.o0
3 2 5,0 C0.00
525rC00.00 3 13r590r000.00 3 14r1151000.00
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RICHLAND COUNTY
STAIEIIENI SHOI{ING REC€!PTS AND OISEURSEIfI{IS FOR P€RIOD JULY I' I98I




UNCOLLECIED flOTOR VEHICLES TAST SETILE. I 595'909.46
oRIG INAL A5S ESSi{ENr t1 ,81C,644.12




A'JUSTITFNT VEHICLES FROT PRTOR YEAR L421345.99
t t.tol.954.62 3 l'903,864.08
36 .283 
'991 






IOTAI a 26,1261918.76 t 49,?35,610-95 | t6,O62t569.fl
TR€ASURERIS CASH ACCOLNT




HOIOR VFHICLE IAX COLLECIIONS
SORROHED HONEY
BONDS SOLD




IIUNI CTPAL COLLECT IONS
III5CELLANEOUS
PY 8O-8I ADJUSIMENT TO HV I98I
5I PENALIY COLLECIIONS
TOIAL
DEL INQU€NT TAX ACCOUNT
TAXES ON HANO LASI SETTLEMFNT
DELINQUFNT TAXES FROIl IREASIJI{ER
AODI I IONAL ASSESSilE\TS
TOIAL
STAIEI{ENI OF INDEBIEOIiESS













































a t6.231.o29.32 t 22, L5L,OlA.tz
t 62.t85,915.59 il42r6{0r8t9.3? t?O5rO26'764.96
t 3,sost42l.t7 t 6.o21.o5a.45 t 9.932'419.42
t,518,96r.89 2,OJ6'872.65 1t555t834-54
3,21012t9.67 4,090r256.10 7.lOO,+75.77
t 4.634.602.9V 3 l2rl54rl8?.20 3 20,788,t90.13
t 61,993,000.00 t 48,239.000.00 3 90r2t2,000.00
1,5cc,000.00 2,000,000.o0 3,500,000.00
3,065,C00.00 28,?00,000.o0 f,L765r000.00
t 46.558,C00.00 t 78,939,000.O0 31251497r000.00
l4l
RICHLAND COUI{TY
STAT€I€N' STOTING RECETPTS AND DTSBUASEI|EITS FOR PERIOO JULV I' I98I
TO JUNE 30' I982' INCTUOITIG EITIT{CES FOA PR€VI'US VEARS
_--cRED I rF-
rax aSSEssfr€Nrs
AEAIETENTS { EXCLUDING I{OTOR VEHI€TES'
I.!OIOR VEHICLE AEAIEf,ENIS
I4OTOR VFHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
CURPENT TAX COLLECTIONS
UI{COLLECTEO I.IOTOR VEHTCLES (JUNE 3OI











PAtD I.II'NICIPAL CLA IMS
CASH ABA'EHFNTS
CASH BALANCE JUNE 30' I,982
TOTAL
t 261326,9t8.16 t 49r7:!5r630.95 t ?6rO621569.71
t3lr485rl{8.{9 a a3?,485'l{8.49
lOlrl53r83I.55 l0r'r53'811.55




138'973.{6 12? .6:,5.2! 2661 60 8.?l
7t366ta20-12 t3r2tlr558.rl t0r6O8rjl79.l3





























SONDS STILL OUTSTANOING JUNE 30
TOIAL
a 1.401.522.92 | lr9l2r386.i2 t 3'316'909.4{
3l4Loo9r.45 +.795,O29.fO 810361123.15
87rOO2.06 168r885.3{ 255188E.+0
2r57Cr288.60 5r277 )Aa+.64 7t848olfl-24
I t!27 t259.OL 1.t27.259.O1
4'{36.89 {r{l!6'89
t 8r634,6C2.9f ! l2rl54rl87.20 3 20'788'790.13
t 1r5C0r000.00 3 2rOO0,000.00 t !r50Or000.O0
3r{18r000.00 3r2l5rOO0.OO 6165310OO.O0
{lr6{0r000.00 73r?04rO00.00 llSr:l++r000.00
i 46r558,000.00 ! 78r9!9r000.0O $125'497'000.00
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SALUDA COUNTY
SIATEIIENT SHOIING RECEIPTS AilD OISEURSEiITTS FOR PERTOO JULV Ir












UNCOLIECTED MOTCR VEhICLES LAST
ORIGTNAL ASSESSI.IENI
TOTAL IIOIOR VEIlICLES BILLED
ASSESSI.IENT-S.C. PUBL IC SERVTCE














521.a81.t2 3 lrll3r505.47 ! 1,63?r386.79




I'OIOR VFHICLE TAX COLLECTIONS
ADVANCE I.IOETLE HO{E IAX COLLECITCNS








TAXES OiI HAND LAST SETTLEilENT





NOTE S OUISTAI,ICING JUI-Y I























9 7' 164. 30
29 3,64.r.06
305. l7





27 7 | 5A4.At





















486.7f7.43 t 980'980.00 | 1,46?,75t.+3
t43
SALUDA COUNTY
STATEI{ENT SHOIING RECEIP'S ANO OtSSUTSEiE'{IS FOR PERIOO JULY I, I98I











ASATEIlEN'S I €XCLUOtIiG MOIOR VEHICLES'
IOTOR VEHICLE AEAIEHENTS
qOTOR VEHTCLE TAX COLLECIIONS
CURRENT TAX COLITCTIONS
UI{COLLECIEO flOIOR VEHICLES IJUNE 30'












CASH SAIANCE JUNE 30, I982
TOIAI.






521''At.t2 t t'113''05.4? 3 1r637r386.?9

















































2A 1426.OO t8' 090.00
952,554. O0 l, +2t,62+.00
446,ft7.41 t 980,980.00 a 1,467.757.4t
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SPARTANBURG COUNTY
st^t€rEt{t s}{)tlNc RECEIPIS A}rD 0ls8uRsElElrs FoR PEnloo JtLV I, l98l












UNCOLLECTED MOTOR YEHICLES LAST S€TTLE.
ORIG INAL ASS€SSHENT
roTAL f{0T0R v€HlcLEs 8il_LE0
assEssr{ENr-s.c. PuBLtc sERvlcE ccllfl.
AODIT IONAL ASSES SI{ENTS
P€NALIIES ASSESSEO
A DJ U STIE NT
TOTAL
IREASURERI S CASH ACCOUNT




HO'OR V€HICLE TAX COILECTICNS
aDvatlcE r,tosI tE Hor{E TA)( coLL€cr IcNs
EORROIED IIONEY
BONDS SOLO













rAXES ON HANO LASI sETILETENI




ilorEs oursrrN0Ir{G JULY I




! 2'O09,683.10 t 2.555.99t-79





! t{,111,89?.08 | 44,307,981.50 r 58,r1918?8.58
























'508 '590.8?t rl99r 8?I.59
















| 2.529.61 0. L'r











t 32'283,839.00 t 58,8?3'000.O0 3 91r1561839.00
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SPARTANBURG COUNTY
STATEIENT SHOI{ING RECEIPIS AI{O OISEU8SEIENIS FOI PERIOD JUI' I' I98I




ASAIEITENTS ( EXCLUDING I{OIOR VEHICLES)
iIOIOR VEHICLE ABATEMENTS
{otoR vEHIcLE rAX CotLECTIONS
CURRENT T^X COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTED IIOTOR VEHICLES (JUNE 3OI
EXECUITONS TO DEL TNQUENT TAX COLI€CTOR
rOTAL
TREASURERI S CASH ACCOUNT
DISBURSE}IENTS




499r3C3.60 lt6?Lt214.75 2' 130"t8.35
t4L.Ar8.2l Lt6+6o5a2.56 2r 188rt20.83
I 14,ltt'89?.08 i {4,307,981.50 I 58r+19r8?8.58












NOTES STILL OUTSTANDING JUNE
SONOS STILL OUTSIANDING JUNE
TOTAL
ASSF SS. | 2.1C4.O5
3C r 368r0 l?.42
a 2,70t.05
lOr 3681017.+2




61 464r {08- l9
155, t80.04
2 9r 68 3r 76{. 30
9,4?3,167.80
I 1242r000.(X)





















3 2r 788r 186.{5
63Or 556.37
( 5' 502.82
41 9?8r 6 87.55
30
90
t 32r283r839.0O 3 58r873r000.0O t 91,156t839.00
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SUMTER COUNTY
STATE'{EIIT S}OXING RECEIPTS ANO DISSURS€IEI{TS FOR PERIOD JULY I, I9EI
TO JUNE 3O' I982' INCLUOIiIG EILItICCS FOR PREVI(ruS YEARS
---0E8tfs---
IAX ASSESSMEryIS
Ui.ICoLLECTED t{OT0R vEHICLES LAST SETILE.
OR16lNAL ASSESSqEftT
TOIAI IIOTOR VFHICLES BILLEO





CASH BALA\CE LAST SE'TLEIlENT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRENT TAX COLTECTIONS
D€L INOUENT IAX COLLECTIONS
MOIOR V€HICLE TAX COLLEC'IONS
AOVANCE HOBTLE HOYE TAX CCLLECIICNS
BORROT€O IIONEY
BONDS SOL O






IN L I [U OF TAXES
iOTAL
OEL INQUENT TAX ACCOUNI
TAXES ON HAND LASI SETIL6MENT
DELINQUENT TAXES FROII 
'REASWERD€L INOU€NT ADOIT IONALS




NOIES Oi'YSTANOINO JULY I


















| 3,279,984.L7 3 6,647,107.51 t 9r92?r091.68
r 1,878,?14.30 3 368,287.86 a 2.247,002.16
j 2,t6c,205.31
22 5, A 89.61
43t,363.71
2 t67 1.46
2 ,2 C C, C 00.00
LI54,9{7.35
2 | 41 tr 226.70
380,999.93
5C5,9?6.?8
2, lt t. 225.32
eI 9 t450.2t






















I I 5r 994. 86









65 0, 530. E9
546.210.55
5b1r2.46
r 6, 849.8 I
t33.5) 1.25
672.74t.5! t t26'tl3.41 t rr398r914.96
t 4cc,cc0.00
I r?9Cro0o.0O






! 4 ,3 9C, C C0.00 3 t 4,390' 000.00
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SUI{TER COUNTY
SIAIEHENT SHOIJII{G RECETPTS ANO OISSURSEIENTS FOR PERIOD JULY I, I98I
lo JUI{E t0, t982, ttcLUDtric EltrNcEs FoR PREVt(us yElRs




43 | | 36t.77
2 t36O | 205.lL





AEATE{ENTS I EXCLUOING IOTOR VEHICLES'
I.IOTOR VEHICL E ABATENENIS
HOTOR V€HICLE TAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT IAX COLI.ECITONS
UNCOLLECIED IIOIOR VEHICLES IJUNE 3OI
EXECUTIONS IO DELINAUENT TAX COLLECTOR
AOJU S THE NT
I OTAL
TR€ASURERIS CASH ACCOUNI
DI S BURS €IIENIS
PAID STATE PUSLIC SERVICE CCI4f,. ASSESS.
PATO COUNTY CLAIMS
PATO SCHOOL CLAIMS
PAIO SPECIAL SCHOOL CLAII{S
NOIE S
PAl0 BONOS
PAID INIERESIpAl0 iluNlclPlL cLAIrs


































L 6O0r 0 00.00




| 14,619,15?.99 t 42.91f.5O7.29 3 5715661665.28






672.741.51 t 726.1r3.1t t 1,39S,9I{.96
NOTES PAtD
BONDS PAID
NOTES STILL OUTSTANDING JUNE












r 4,39C,C00.00 t 3 4' 390'000-00
r48
UI{ION COUNTY
S'ATEI{EI{I SHOIIING RECEIPTS ANO DISBURSEICIITS FOR, PERIOO JULY I' 196I











UNCOLI-ECTEO IlOTOR VEIlICLES LAST SETTLE.
ORIGINAT ASSESSMENI
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE5 BII-LEO





IREASUITERI S CASH ACCOUNT
CASH 8AL ANCE TAST SEIILEIlENT
CASH RFCE IPTS
CURRENT TAX COLLECTIONS
DEI INQUENT TAX COLLECT IONS
I.IOTOR VFHICLE IAX COLLECIICNS
ADVANCE I{OBtLE HCff€ TAX COLLECITCIiS
8oNDS SOL0
FINES' LICENSES 6 FEES
STATE AIO
FEDERAL A I O
TNT€REST EARNEO
IlUNICIPAI COLLECTIONS
11 I SC ELLANEOU S
TOTAL
OELINQUENT TAX ACCOUNl
TAXES ON HAND LASI SEIILEI"I€NT
OEI INOUENT I AX€S FRTJH IREASURER
rOTAL
SIAT€SENT OF INOEETEDhESS
EONOS OUTSTINDING JULY I
8oNDS ISSUEO
TOTA L







t l'48C'539.17 t t.LO4r295.61 3 4r5901834.?8






2 6 t.1 t6. t5




























t 26 ,565. l5
255. 093.54
19 7, 9 56. tl
166,605.863286'+4{.09i45:1,049.95
822r0C0.0O a 6r8l5rO0O.OO 3 L697r000.00
4C'000.o0 4OI0OO.0O
862r000.00 3 6'875'000.00 t ?r73?r000.00
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ut{ l0l{ cout{TY
STArE||EIr SHOHfNG RECEIPIS AND DISBURS€fIEI{IS FOR PERIOD JUIY l. l98l
rO JUNE 30' 1982' INCLUOIIG EAIAI{CEs FOR PREVT(ruS YEARS
---cR€0I1s"--
TAX ASSESSI4ENIS
AEAIEIIENTS ( EXCLUOINC MOTOR VEHICI€SI
I{OTOR VEHICL E ASATE}I€NIS
AOTOR VEHICLE IAX COLLECTICNS
CURRENT TAX COILECTIONS
UT€OLLECTEO MOIOR VEHICLES IJUNE 3OI
EXECUTIONS IO OfLINQUENT T!X COLIECTOR
MOEILE HOI4ES
TOTA L
TRE ASUR ER ' S CASH ACCOUNT
OISBURSEI{ENIS





PAIf} IiUN ICI PAL CLAIIlS
PAID IlISCELLANEOUS









BSNDS STTLL OUTSIANDING JUNE 30
TOTAL
l0rlt
I l'486'539.17 ! frl04r295.6l J 4r59018it4.78
t 5lrI95.Ol t 109'821.21 ! l?1r016.22
23,860.56 4I 1805.56 650b66.12
2O4.312.27 360'929.11 565r261.38
lr087r?59.61 2t39617L6.55 3148{r+76-16
43.945.77 ?8 1638.36 122t564.11
65r017.00 115r644.5? 180'661.57













{69r I 3 1.06
I 5,60 1.20
9t f 9a- 43
2,527.t7t.51










862'COO.OO t 6rE?5r000.00 t ?r73?r000'0O
r50
I,I I LL I AI4SBURG COUNTY
STATEI€NI SHOIING RECEIPTS ANO DISBURSEIET{IS FOR PERIOO JUIY I, I98I
IO JUT{€ 30r I982, TNCI.UOIIIG EAIANCES FOR PREVIOUS YEARS
---0E8 t'r s--
IAX ASSESSITENTS
UNCOLLECIED I4OTOR VEHICLES LASI SEITLE.
ORIGINAL ASSESSMENT
IOTAL I1O'OR VFHICLES EILLEO




TREASURERT S CASH ACCOLTIT




roloR vEHtcLE IAx c0Lr_EcrlcNs
BORROIED HONEY








TAXES ON HAND LASI SETTL€HENT




NOT€S OUTSTAND!NG JUTY I


















t 1,47?,492.89 t 2t3O2t459.5O t 3,779.952.39





















90' 03 5. O0
197,5Ot.10





3 5r489r51{.63 | 17r330r8f5.33 | 22tA2At!19.96
45.443.t7












348'767.07 | 517 ,95 1.49 t 866' ? I 8.56
214,659.12 t






90' 0 t 5.00
434.734.t2 3 t,010.O00.00 t lrr4rr73r.t2
I51
l{ILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
STATEI4ENT SHOIING RECEIPTS AI{D DISSTJRSETENIS FOR PERIOD JULV I' I98I
TO JUNE 30r 1982r lNClU0llic 8A(ANCES FOR PREVIOUS YEARS
----cR E0 | ls-
TAX ASS ES SIlENIS
AEATEIIENTS ( EXCLUDING HO'OR VEHICLESI
NOTOR VEHICL E ABAIEMENIS
ITOTOR VEHICLE TAX COLLECIICNS
CURR€NI IAX COLLECTIONS
UNCOLLECTEO MOTOR VEHICLES IJUNF 30'












CASH BALANCE JUNE 30r I982
TOTAL
DEL INQUENT TAX ACCOUNI
PAID COUNTY TR€ASURER
NULLA BONAS








'846.68| | 8. 27 2.L5






t t,471 .492.a9 | 2 t3O2 t459-50 t 30719t952.39









! 4, I 06.00
tr ft2' +t7.25






2r 5351 843. I8
t 5,489,514.6:f ! t7r330r835.33 | 22tA2Ot!49.96


















NOTES STILL OUTSTANDING JUNE















434,1t4.L2 ! lr0l0rO00.00 3 I'r44,734.t.2
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YORK COUNTY
SIATEIIENT SHOI{ING RECEIPTS ANO 0ls8UrS€iEIfS FOR PERlfil JULY lr t98l
lO JUNE 30' t982r INCLUDIIiG 8^LAi{CES FOR PREYI(ruS YEARS
-----DE B I l9---
couirrY
TAX ASSESSMENTS
UNCOLLECIED }IOTOR V€HICLES LAS' SETIL€.
ORIG INAL ASS ESSIIENI
TOTAL XNIOR VEHTCLES BILLFD
ASSESS{€NT-S.C. PUgLIC SERVICE CCll,l.
ADDt T TONAL ASSESSI'ENTS
P ENAIT IFS AS SFSSEO
TOTAL
TREASUR€R'S CASH ACCOLNT
CASH BALANCE LASI SETTLEMENT
CASH RECE IPTS
CURRENT TAX COLLECf IONS
OELINSUENT TAX COLLECIIONS
r0r0R vEHIcLE TAX COI-LECIIoNS
80NOS SoL0








TAXES ON IIANO LAST SETTLEI4ENT
DELINQUENI IAXES FROI4 TREASURER
IOTA L
SIATEMENT OF INOEBTEONESS
NOTES OU'STANOIN6 JUIY T









663"51.00 3r+6:1164{.00 {r 147r195.00
12r055.00 63r288.0O 75tl4l.OA













t 2t2!2i22.OO t 1r,757,755.00
t 22.6A2.129.OO 3 45r{89r201.00 ! 69r091r63O.0o
3 l2,630,170-00
2,t80, rlE.00








923r 0 I O.O0
2 7r 3?8r 33 l.0O
L 02Or 5 tI.00
l,900, +64.00
6Zt,8 28.00
2r 638r 96 1.00






, 2'48f'821,.00 t t 2r{8}E21.00
r80,8C0.00t180't00.00
3r525r0C0.00 16r600r00O.00 22.325'000.00
3.500 r 00O.00 31 5OOrOOO.00
t 3,6C5r8C0.(X) ! 22r300r000.O0 t 25r9o5r90O.00
r53
YORK COUI{TY
STAIEI,ICNT SHOTING RECEIPTS AIO OIsSURS€IEITS fOT P€RIfl! JUIY Ir I9EI
TO JUI{E 30, 1982r lNClUDlLG SlllfiCES FOt PR€YlatUS Y€AIS
---tRtDl lF--
tAx assEssrrENts
aSltErl€r{rs I ExcLu0tNG xoloR vEHlcLEsl
fiOTOR VEHICL E ABATEI'IENTS
I4OTOR VEHICL€ TAX COLLECTIONS
CURRENT IAX COLLEC'IONS
UI{COLLECTEO I.iOTOR VEHTCI€S (JUNE 30'










t 4r3l?'1.25.00 i l9r0t6r096.OO t 2t.36tr22L.OO



















NOIES STILL OUISIANDIITG JUNE
EONDS SIILL OUTSIANOIT{G JUNE
TO'AL
ass€ss. ! 5t0,995.00




6 2 ?,8 28.00
698,988-O0















I 21 288r 9{O.0O
, 22.602.429.OO t (6,t89r20l.OO 3 69r09lr63O.OO
i 583,251.00






lr 8921 401. Oo
30
30





t 3.6C5,8C0-OO | 22r]0orO00.00 | 251905r80O.00
JIU{lillUUfiUru1lflrylUllU
DATE DUE
rrcx silm nE6E6rn--Il*zgo
